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Shake-up01At
vt Top
lop Of Student Government
BY KELLY CANRIGHT
Features Editor
This Tuesday's SGA meeting should cause quite a stir for
all of its members and executive
leaders. On December 4th at
9:40 p.m., the Steering Board
held a meeting at which time
the subject of Executive Vice
President Sunny Asghar's adherence to the SGA Attendance
Policy was addressed. The
policy has been explained to the
SGA body as such: "2 unexcused
absences or 2 excused absences
or 3 latenesses is cause for your
voting privileges to be suspended until you petition the
SGA Steering Board by formal
letter'to regain good (voting)
standing on the SGA body."
Asghar had missed one senate
meeting and four steering board
meetings, a total of five absences.
After much discussion
about her performance as the
vice-president to the SGA, and
after deliberation as to the viability of the attendance policy
to executive members, theSteering Board decided in a 5-0 deci-

Liz Platt said, "We have to
adhere to the Attendance Policy
for everyone; we can't bend the
rules." Asghar still plans to announce her formal resignation
at Tuesday's meeting.
AJ. Kamra '94, a third year
member of SGA who is quite
involved in the infrastructure of
SGA said, "As a member of
Steering Board, I fully support
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Sunny Asghar'95.
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sion (Chris Foley was notpresent
and Marlon Quintanilla did not
vote) that Sunny Asghar be removed as an SGA member.
At this point, Asghar decided to appeal the decision
without waiting to receive her
formal notification. Asghar decided that she would resign, and
the Steering Board, decided to
keep their decision a secret so
Asghar could resign as opposed
to being forced out of her position as vice president.
On December 6th, the Steering Board met again at which

Marlon QuuitanUla <94.
time Asghar explained her frustrations with the process.
Asghar felt tne process was unfair because she had made a
hasty and emotional decision
without formal notification,
without information regarding
the dates and number of meetings she had missed, and complained that the process she underwent was rushed. TheSteering Board then reconvened in
private, and because there were
"no grounds to recall the vote,"
their original decision still remained intact.

ing, "I felt that both parties were
comfortable with the process,
and as president of the student
body, I am obliged to carry out
the decision of the Steering
Board."
The members of the Steering Board are Emelie East '94,
A.J. Kamra '94, Marlon Quintanilla '94, Chris Foley '94, Liz
Platt '95, Justin Van Etten '96,

"I think that Marlon has been an inefficient
leader of the SGA. When I learned he was
elected president, I hoped that he had proven
himself worthy of this responsibility. Clearly,
he has not." —Jenna Ingersoll '94
the decision we have made and
regret the fact that our decision
was misconstrued as a covert
attempt to dismiss Sunny from
her position. People who take
on the responsibility of running,
for an executive position mirst
realize the commitment of SGA
before they hand in their petition and not at the end of the
semester." President Marlon
Quint niii.i ua-> q.iotivJ as sav

and Artie Kalos '96.
Asghar accuses Quintanilla
of firing her as a tactic to diverge
attention from his vote of confidence. At this Tuesday night's
SG A meeting, the vote of confidence will be held. This vote is
used to reaffirm or negate the
confidence of the student body
in the SGA president for the
spring term. Although this proi
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Chuck D Speaks To Full House
BY ELI LAKE
Senior Editor,

,.

Chuck D. promised us that
the levolutionwouldnot be televised on the introduction to
Public Enemy's second album
in the summer of 1988. On their
most popular track that summer, "Don't Believe The Hype,"
Chuck D. rapped: And I still
will rock the hard jams, treat it
like a seminar/ reach the bourgeois and rock the boulevard./
In the winter of 1993, those
words are true preciselybecause
the revolution was televised,
and white kids like me managed to believe, or at least listen
to Chuck D.'s hype. Chuck D. is
essentially a product of the institution which he criticizes - the
white media.
This precarious position
makes for subtle contradiction.
In last Wednesday's lecture in
the Washington room on gangsters and rap music many of
these contradictions came to
light.
Chuck D. began his lecture
by approaching the podium and
saying "this wouldn't be like a
college lecture, loosen up."
Loose was the tone of the lecture, as Chuck D. rambled between personal stories- dropping knowledge on the musical
origins of rap music and hiphop, and his prescriptions for

Iho black c o n i m u n i t y ii\ L.UCII

c a i " l d l bu-.n\t.Ys . v e n t w e , then

The 'problem Was that it
seemed like much of his prescriptions were watered down
versions from the sharp lyrics
on his recordings. The biting
systematic criticism of our vicarious television culture on
"She Watched Channel Zero"
was missing, when Chuck discussed the role of rap in the
media. He said, "I used to call
(rap) media hijacking, or media
piracy because it doesn't wait
for the middle man (like CNN)"
Chuck's critique of the white
media shifted from an institutional critique of media in general, to a particular critique of
folks like Tom Brokaw, or Peter
Jennings.
Chuck D, once said, "writers treat me like Coltrane. Insane... We're brothers of the
same mind, unblind" Last
Wednesday, Chuck D. told us
he was a businessman first, before he was an artist. When he
explained the idea of a sellout,
Chuck D. said, "In business a
sellout means you sold all the
stuff on yourself. In business
you have to sellout to survive."
It is this sort of rationalization
which from my perspective,
showed just how far the original
Public Enemy message has
strayed from its original poignancy. If P.E.'s music is just a

ity, its audience another market.
Several organizations contributed to the 5,000 dollar
speaking fee for Chuck D. to
come to campus. Among these
were, TCAC, SPLAT, TCBWO,
TWO and PA A. Despite this
rather high price to pay for one
lecturer, he did speak for a total
of two and a half hours, including the question and answer session. There were some doubts
as to whetherChuckD. had softened his message for the primarily white audience. I was told
by a source in TCAC that before
Chuck D. went on stage he told
them, "Don't worry, tonight
we've toned it down."
The best point of the lecture
was when Chuck D. explained
his oft repeated quote, "Rap
music is black people's CNN."
Apparently this meant that rappers only present the headlines
to deeper stories, but these stories are not fully explained in
rap. The hope is that the person
who listens to rap music may
hear an idea he/she wants to
investigate, and go read a book
about it. This statement was
very much in keeping with
Chuck D.'s overall sentiment:
that what he was saying was
just his opinion and nothing
please see page 7
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EROS Should Respect People's
Feelings Not Just Their Sexuality

A Serious Responsibility
onight the Student Gov- only real grounds for voting
ernment Association against him would be if a legislawill hold a vote of confi- tor felt that the president was
dence and decide whether or not acting against the best interest of
to extend Marlon Quintanilla's the student body.
tenure as President. These votes
If legislators honestly feel,
are ordinarily perfunctory, how- and can make a convincing pubever as The Tripod has reported, lic statement to defend their posithis year the outcome is in some tion, that the president is using
doubt.
his office for purposes contrary
In the absence of single se- to students' interests, then they
mester terms of office, this vote have an obligation to vote against
of confidence is students' only Quintanilla.
check on the president. S.G.A.
Either way, S.G.A. members
members carry a somber respon- must stand up and be counted.
sibility with them on behalf of S.G.A. members often shirk fheir
the student body.
responsibilities by choosing to abThat responsibility must be stain on major votes. On an issue
treated with great respect. Re- of such gravity, that would be
placing a president, the outcome unacceptable.
of a vote of no confidence, is overIt is inconceivable that an
turning the results of a student S.G.A. representative could sit
election. Legislators who vote through an entire semester of
that they have no confidence in meetings and not form an opinQuintanilla must have well-ar- ion on whether or not Quintaticulated, defined and very seri- nilla is fit to remain as president
ous complaints against him.
for another semester.
Those complaints must go beAny member who abstains
yond personal conflicts, differ- on this vote is not fit to serve on
ences over leadership style or S.G.A., and should immediately
petty annoyances. Certainly, resign. If S.G.A. members cannot
Quintanilla has displeased some take a stand on this issue, what
on S.G.A. and in the student issue can they be trusted to have
body. He has not always handled the moral courage to make a dehimself with a great de;al of tact cision on ?
in public. And, in-mandating a
strict new attendance policy for a lair measure of weight for stuS.G.A. representatives, some dent life next semester, lean only
have accused him of being arro- urge that S.G.A. members take
their responsibility seriously, and
gant and unbending.
base
their vote on intelligent stanThese charges may mean that
Quintanilla is an unpleasant per- dards, not the vagaries of person, however, they do notsonal whim.
amount to a compelling reason
P.M.F
to vote against Quintanilla. The

cest do not end. Survivors live with these
things every day of their lives. This isn't
I support freedom of speech and melodrama, it's what I've learned and I
expression. I encourage respect for all know I will never understand the effects
sexual orientations. I feel that contro- of rape or incest. But today, a rape surviversy is a good way to catalyze discus- vor stood in front of a mirror in the
sions on important issues. I went to the Mather Art Space and on her reflection
second floor of Mather Hall to visit the saw the words "Rape me" and below
Art Space. What I saw there did not them, "I love you." Where is the respect
"offend" me. It made me feel a little for her?
uncomfortable. Uncomfortable is good
To see this potentially powerful exsometimes, it makes you question your- hibit disregard a person, these survivors'
self and your feelings. Then I walked rights, is whatmakes me sad. "Rape me/
around. Before I go any further in this I love you" within inches of each other, is
letter I would like to say the exhibit was crossing a line. Controversy is crossing
To the Editor,

EROS had a responsibility to consider the effects this
exhibit would cause. This exhibit intended to show the
hypocrisy of Catholicism's stance on issues concerning
sex, especially in relation to the recent media coverage of
child molestation by members of the Clergy. Did this
exhibit do this?
a very good idea, that Trinity Needs
EROS to exist, and finally that EROS has
done an admirable job in quickly becoming known around campus (ie. the Gender Bender, etc.). Now for the inevitable
"but."
EROS had a responsibility to consider the effects this exhibit would cause.
This exhibit intended to show the hypocrisy of Catholicism's stance on issues
concerning sex, especially in relation to
the recent media coverage of child molestation by members of the Clergy.
Did this exhibit do this? 1 hope EROS
achieved whatever their desired effect
was and I hope it was worth it
The rights- of people. The tight to.
choose one's sexual orientation, and the
right to express oneself. I believe in the
right to be respected as a person. That's
part of what EROS stands for, isn't it? It's
sad to think that the rights of another
group of people, the rights of rape and
incest survivors, were notrespected, and
perhaps not ever considered. I spend a
lot of my time raising awareness about,
sexual assault and even more time counseling survivors. Sexual assault and in-

PeterM. Friedman "94
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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lines, but not by ignoring the detrimental
psychological effect this display has
shown.
This is a personal letter, although I
assure you that it's as detached as I can
be. I work hours a week to create awareness, support and respect at Trinity. At
times I get tired of losing faith and being
misunderstood. I encourage respect for
all people. Does that make sense? Think
about repercussions, please.
Sincerely,
Lizz Platt '95

The Good, The Bad,..
Ill ...And The Ugly fll

Senior Snowball
Stiff Drinks @ TCAC
Classes ending
Sleepless in Seattle
B-Ball Buzzer Beater

Stolen Kegs.... nabbed!
4:30 am High Rise fire alarm
Rain, rain, more rain.
End of semester cramming
High Rise elevator games
Patriots manage to lose, again!
Professors who give finals before
finals week.

Mosh pit at Betty's Cleo
appearance. Male bonding
goes a little too far.

Policy Concerning
Letters To The Editor:
*Flease note: Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday
precedingpublication the following Tuesday.
Letters should address the Editor, and not a
particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be printed, although names
may be withheld if so requested after a signature. The Trinity Tripod will not publish any
letter the Editors judged to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality.
All letters are the sole responsibility of
the authors and do not necessarily reflect the
views or opinions of this paper. Letters may
be of any length, but please limit them to fivehundred words. Letters are printed according to space availability. The Trinity Tripod
reserves the right to edit all letters for clarity
and brevity.
Any letters composed on a Macintosh
maybe submitted to The Trinity Tripod through
the DocEx server in the General Resources
zone of the Trinity College network. Letters
may also be submitted on Macintosh or DOS
disk.
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Vijay Sharma Responds to Evan Zall

Marriott Director Defends Food Service
To the Editor:
I thank Mr, Zall for his candid and
somewhat caustic assessment of food
service at Mather published on November 22, 1993. I would like to address the
issues Mr. Zall has so eloquently verbalized:
Quality of food: Every product we
purchase is carefully screened by and
meets or exceeds food purchase specifications set to meet the high standards
expected of us by our customers. The
quality of the products has been the same,
if not better than it was in prior semesters. Every load of food shipped into
Mather meets the same exacting specifications of quality.
Variety of the food: This semester
more than ever before, the variety of
offerings at the main entree line is determined by direct customer input as we
gathered it through preference surveys,
we have been able to identify the top 15
choices for lunch and dinner. Every meal

all popular premium choices on every
ticket night.
This has also been the semester
where another checker was placed at the
main entrance to further hasten the check
in process and prevent the long lines that
Mr. Zall mentions. In fact, as we very

makes for good reading, the use of hyperbole in this instance merely sensationalizes the situation.
Uniforms do not last forever. The
plain fact is that they do wear out and
need to be replaced from time to time. As
we approach that time, the poll merely

The Bistro was designed to be an intimate, upscale dining
environment and it is with some measure of satisfaction
that I accept his back handed compliment.
closely monitor the lines, one fact is evident— the average waiting time at peak
periods is not more than 9 minutes. Every serving line we currently have is
either fully staffed or is self serve.
The waffle bar has added waffle
irons, the wok bar has added woks...
speed of service and more efficient ways
of serving are constantly on our mind
and we welcome any and all suggestions.
Weforecast the amount of food to be

sought your opinion on whether you
would welcome a new look! I fail to see
what is so disgusting about that.
I am however glad that at the Bistro,
which is also operated by Marriott, we
are able to p'rovide Mr. Zall with a delightful dining experience. The Bistro
was designed to be an intimate, upscale
dining environment and it is with some
measure of satisfaction that I accept his
back handed compliment.
If customer focus were a religion, I
would be labeled a right wing fanatic.
If customer focus were a religion, I would be labeled a
Our mission here is to delight you - our
customer, not merely satisfy you. Clearly,
right wing fanatic. Our mission here is to delight you
in Mr. Zall's case we fall short. To be able
to meet our mission we need your input
our customer, not merely satisfy you. Clearly in Mr.
and seek it in many different ways - the
Zall's case we fall short.
Beef Board, "A Penny For your
Thoughts", preference polls, satisfaction
had offered one of these (top 15) choices. prepared based on computer models that surveys, direct one on one feedback, diThe second entree is one that we select take into account past history. We then rectors dinner forums (of which the first
and try to vary— Jamaican Jerk Pork check this forecast to take into account two were canceled due to lack of particiLoin was indeed an attempt to present a other factors such as weather, other se- pation), forums such as this and through
different, ethnic taste. We then attempt lections offered, etc. This process lets us the SGA Food Committee.
to validate the choice of this second se- estimate with a reasonable degree of cerWhile the choice and the decision
lection at every meal with a poll process tainty the number of portions of each not to participate in the meal plan is
called "A Penny For Your Thoughts," item we need to produce for a gjven always an option, I invite Mr. Zall and
and continuously make changes to the meal. It is not an exact science and we do will warmly welcome his participation
menu based on the results.
on occasion either over or under pro- "many of thetii; vehicles. 1 also extend the
This semester also saw the introduc- duce. When we have underestimated, sameinvitationtoanyoneelsewho would
tion of pizza (based on the recommenda- > our focus is tooffier a comparative alter- like to join us in'this partnership, to help
tions of several focus groups Ispent rime nate if the original selection cannot be us understand your needs, and designed
with) to the lunch selections in addition produced in time. So it is feasible that on a food service program that exceeds your
to every other format offered— the grill, a night when teriyaki chicken was adver- expectations.
the deli, the waffle bar, the wok bar, the tised, barbecued chicken was subs tituted.
In closing, I am only a phone call
Pharaoh ants have been a persistent away. I ask anyone with any question,
salad bar, the granary bar, the soup station and more. At every format, the plague throughout the campus this se- comment, concern, or suggestion, to
selections offered have been determined mester. We have increased our vigilance please call me at x2314.
by preference surveys designed to iden- and are constantly on the lookout and
Sincerely,
tify your top choices. The variety on promptly alert the pes t control service at
Vijay K. Sharma
ticket nights has been expanded to offer the first instance of a problem. While it
Food Service Director

News Media Needs to Focus More On Objectivity
nity to make an informed purchase of formal or official presentation of facts or
of the record of some proceedings, an
carbon monoxide detectors.
Regardless, this caused me to exam- investigation, et cetera." Hmm. And
If was watching the late-night Con- ine why I held the belief that the news what is a fact? A fact is defined as "the
necticut News one evening after must be objective and, at all costs, ovoid state of things as they are; reality; actuality; truth" and "something said to have
Veteran's Day weekend. At that time, commercialization.
there had been the unfortunate deaths of
What is objectivity? In an academic occurred or supposed to be true." Intersome people due to excessive carbon setting, we use the term often, but do we esting.
In light of these definitions, let us
really know what it means?
monoxide inhalation.
According to the Webster's New Worldconsider, for example* the carbon monWhat Channel 30 did to present this
oxide scare. Channel 30did a commendinformation was to review the circum- Dictionary of the American Language, obstances that caused the deaths and they jectivity is "the state of being objective," able job of stating the facts as they were:
.due to an old, un-replaced furnace filter,
I...asked myself whether objectivity can actually be accom- there was a leak of carbon monoxide,
and because carbon monoxide is odorplished. After much reflection, I cannot say that we can ever less and colorless, it was undetected and
mercilessly took some lives.
be purely objective. After all, we arenecessafily influenced thus Now,
what I am questioning is
by some prejudice or bias when interpreting reality.
whether the "public service announcement" — or in my opinion, commercialoffered suggestions for others to prevent where objective is defined as "determined ism — was stepping the boundaries of
such mishaps, such as replacing the fur- by and emphasizing the features and presenting objective news.
I then asked myself whether objecnace filter on a regular basis. This, in my characteristics of the object, or thing dealt
tivity
can actually be accomplished. Afopinion, is perfectly acceptable for a news with, rather than the thoughts, feelings,
ter
much
reflection, I cannot say that we
et
cetera
of
the
artist,
writer,
or
speaker,"
station to present. However, they went
Another equallygood definition is "with- can ever be purely objective. After all, we
one step further.
Ann Baldwin told us how we might, out bias or prejudice; detached; [and] are necessarily influenced by some prejudice or bias when interpreting reality.
through the cooperation of some com- impersonal." But, is it possible for a perAnd in the instance of this report,
pany and Channel 30, purchase carbon son to be entirely impersonal? Is it actuAnn
Baldwin apparently was convinced
monoxide detectors for our homes, at the ally possible to achieve objectivity?
that it would be prudent to solicit these
Furthermore,
I
thought
that
it
might
low, low cost of $4.95 each, Even though
detectors (whose accuracy rate we; are
this was not for profit, I was still stunned. be insightful to determine the definition
not blatant commercialism, and quite
of
"news":
"reports,
collectively,
of
rePerhaps what would ha ve been more
honestly,
I believe that it has no place in
suitable if there would have been an centhappenings, especially those broad- a newscast. The media should report the
information hotline that people could cast ov.er radio or TV, printed in a news- news and save the commercials for 'the
have phoned which in turn would have paper, et cetera."
advertisers.
So, what is a report? A report is "a
offered interested parties the opportuBY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Opinion Writer
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Marriott Student
Employee "Shocked
At Sensationalism"
To The Editor:
In response to the opinion expressed in "Marriott's Service On the
Decline" (Nov. 22,1993), I was shocked
at the blatant, unwarranted use of outright sensationalism in order to discredit, criticize and generally malign
the Marriott food service entity. Addiionally, the article is totally equivocal
and erethisric; no valid, competent solutions are put forth, other than the
doubtfully ensuable alternative of
dropping one's meal plan entirely.
The morning after, the Marriott
Food Service Director, Vijay Sharma,
posted a response of his own on the
"Beef Board," the student complaint/
comment center at Mather. Anyone
with basic intelligence and common
sense could have compared the two
and drawn the inevitable conclusion
that Mr. Zall's letter was a subjective,
self-saginated piece of penmanship.
My perspective as a student manager is unique, I have an active personal concern as to the welfare of the
student body. Last semester, I tabulated various polls and questionnaires
pertaining to food choices,., individual
likes/dislikes. Included along with
the results were numerous personal
comments positively, refle.ctirig;
Marriott's continuing; upgrades, service, and food qua|it}y-Withdut 4®es~:
tion, opiruorjs.s.uch"as Kir.Zall'swere
feW and far .between. This, semester,
Marriqft will again be conducting an
updated survey to prede termine menucycle choices. Thoughtful, accurate
choices will make a difference. Stand
for your food issues with quality
'. mSft.Sharma's response,
student participation among forums
for change has been totally defluous. I
find this situation surprising, with all
the"getinvolved,""makeadifference,"
attitudes and organizations that
abound on our campus. If an enterprising individual who is totally dissatisfied with his or her meal plan took
the initiative to getinvolved and really
make a viable contribution, a meal plan
could be obtained by seeking gainful
employment in Ma ther itself. Can you
make a difference?
Sincerely,
Jan Alvord,
IDP Student and
Marriott Student Manager

illliHi
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Dana Fuller '97 Addresses Racial Issues:

Chuck D's Message About Understanding & Tolerance
To The Editor:

ture: in literature, in education in the back of the room flared up
at schools like Spellman and vocally. He was asking the quesWhen I saw Spike Lee's Howard and in the music of tion.
Malcolm X last year, I felt "a lot groups like Tribe Called Quest,
I know that it is a question
like how everyone must have Brand Nubian, KRS-One, Ar- that many in the white commufelt when they saw it; moved, rested Development and, of nity are puzzled by. It seems to
inspired,angeredandinformed. course, Public Enemy.
be a pretty strong obstacle in the
I had read parts of Alex Haley's
There is a growing call to way of our understanding of
biography of the man,butlnever unity within the black commu- the idea.
knewanyversionof the "whole" nity. Artists and educators alike
When I was firstexposed to
story.
are banding together for a new these ideas of black unity I had
A few nights ago, I went to sort of reeducation of history, the same question. Isn't this isosee Chuck D lecture in the Wash- culture and ethics. What Chuck lation a kind of reverse racism
ington room. I left there feeling
the same way as when I left the Being white myself, I still ask what I can do
movies a year before. But the
same thought that lingers in me to advance Eracism in this country... We can
about Spike Lee's views— do our best to assimilate the hip-hop phenomMalcolm X's ideals— was reawakened in me from Chuck's enon into our entire realm of American cultalks.
ture.
Thereisasceneinthemovie
where a young, white college D referred to as a need for "the that isn't much different from
student approaches Malcolm brothers to step up," is need for the ideas of the white supremaand asks him what she (and the the black culture within America cists in South Africa and the
rest of the White community) to isolate itself and strengthen KKK?
could do for his cause. He re- its identity.
ThenI thought about and a
plies with a simple "nothing,"
During the lecture, a mem- metaphor came to mind. Before
and walks on.
ber of the Caucasian commu- a tree can grow up and branch
Unfortunately, Spike took nity (a white guy) stepped up to out into its forest community, it
the incident out of context. But the microphone. Halfway must have strong roots. Chuck
this statement is repeated again through his question, heads D was calling for a return to
and again in the "Hip-hop" cul- started to shake, some tempers black roots; not for black Supremacy.
However, being white myself, I still ask what I can do to

DoherSy Must Re-Examine
His Ethnocentric Notions
To The Editor:

advance Eracism in this country. I think that all we can do
directly is support the community indirectly. We can accept
the renaissance of African culture as a living part of this country. We can do our best to assimilate the Hip-hop phenomenon into the entire realm of
American culture rather than
rejecting it and isolating it.
Like Chuck D said, rap is as
much a form of communication
as it is an art form. It's there for
everyone to learn from and to
enjoy,
We can support black leaders if we agree with them and
we can disagree with them if we
think their wrong.
More directly, people can
realize that the problems of the
black community are as much
the problems of the lower class
as they are of one ethnicity.
The violence that occurs in
poor (mostly urban) areas happens to every race. The white,
Puerto Rican, Mexican, Asian
and others minority residents
are perpetrating and suffering
much more than the media
would have us believe.
I used to live in Reno, Nevada in a slightly diverse neighborhood, though mostly White.

It was a largely lower class area.
I moved first to a better neighborhood and then to a prosperous New England suburb. The
gangs have since blown up all
over this country.
Many of my friends were
dragged down into it. A few are
in jail and I'm sure that some are
even worse off. These were
white kids, mostly. This country has a disease in its slums and
ghettoes.
Unfortunately, the media
presents it as a mainly black and
minority problem. The white
communities don't feel as motivated to do as much as if their
friends and family, or race, were
suffering. Still, even if it were
just a minority problem, we're
all Americans here.
If one section of the population is being killed off, then
those resources, talent and potential are lost. If we don't unify
the classes and the communities, every race, every class, every neighborhood, every household and every American will
feel the loss. It's high time we
realized that it's not them or me
that is suffering. It's us.
Sincerely,
Dana Fuller, '97

against assuming that we all
know the motives of a rapist.

- .. . Ifeelo
ainbifuousTy
"Judge Not That Ye Be
Judged." Mark's ietter cries
out for a response in his prolific use of the question mark.
Surely Mark realizes that
women are only making 65
cents on the dollar that a man
earns. Certainly he knows that

ro WEEKLY BJ THC STUDENTS O F

"How are we to know the
assurer's motives on this
campus?" he asks. We cannot. However, I would caution against- the adoption of
Mark's assumption that all
women want sex. I can not
reiterate strongly enough:

My point is that while rape is a precarious
subject, women's second class citizens sta-.
tus is not.
until the lastelectiontherewere when a women says no, she
only two women in the Senate, means no! There is no Virgin
and he must be aware of the Mary standing by a woman's
present abortion debate "that, side when a man is trying to
threatens to deny women the penetrate her and she does not
right to control of their bodies. want this.
Contrary to what Mark
Given that he possesses such
knowledge, how can he ask believes, the Virgin Mary is
"How are women second class not the only motivating factor
in not wanting to' engage in
citizens?"
Markthen proceeds to dis- intercourse, If you ask a Jewcussarapist'smentalitypostu- ish women why she.does not
lating the assumption that "a believe in premarital sex, her
good deal" of rapes are "not answer would be Free of the
always, but sometimes" the - rhetoric of Christian doctrine.
elusive nomenclature known -Women from non-western
as "rruscorrnnunication," True, backgrounds say nd to sfex for
sexual encounters can result in. reasons other than ."wanting
miscommunication. when the to assimilate to Western stanparticipants'are young, inex- dards of women not wanting
perienced and eager to please sex."
theirpartner. However thefail-'
Mypointis that whilerape
ure ol women to report rape on is a precarious subject,
this campus suggests' that women's second class citizens
women are not falsely accus- status is not. Furthermore,being men of playing the role of lieve it or not, some women
violent "predator." In fact for simply do notwantsex. Iknow
some reason women are not this can be a difficult concept
talking about rape at all. Why to grasp in today's society,but
is it that we can engage in this "playing coy" is not always
d i l i t h 7 7 T ' % T ' "playing." My advice to Mark
g
Doherty is that he review his
pod, but. when a rape is com- rather ethnocentric notions
mitted on this campus "very about and their sexuality.
few women," to useMark's statistic, feel they can come forth • Sincerely,
, and find retribution?
Marion Coffey '94. •
Mark is .right to guard
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THIS ISSUE OF THE TRIPOD IS
THE LAST FOR THE SEMESTER.
W E WILL RESUME PUBLISHING
ON JANUARY 25TH, 1994
THE STAFF OF THE TRIPOD
WISHES TO CONGRATULATE
JAMES L . B A R R ' 9 5
ON HIS ELECTION TO BE THE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF FOR SPRING

1994.
AND TO THANK OUTGOING
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

PETER M. FRIEDMAN'94
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Shake»up At Top Of SGA
continued from page I

cedure usually causes little controversy, this year's vote has
sparked passion both for MarlonQuintanttla'soppositionas
well as his proponents. In order tobe reaffirmed as the SGA
president, Quintanilla is required to get one-third affirmative, votes of those cast; abstentions are counted as absentee votes. This parliamentary procedure will be ad hered
lo unless a motion is made to
suspend Robert's Rules and to
use alternative procedure to
govern the vote,
The complaints made
against Quintanilla are that he
is not generally concerned with
the flow of ideas or irttel lectual
discourse. He is accused of
having selfish motives and personal agendas, and people feel
that Quintanilla holds no respect for certain members.
Jenna Ingersoll '94 said, "I think
that Marlon has been an inefficient leader of the SGA. When
I learned he was elected president, I hoped that he had
proven himself worthy of this
responsibility. Clearly, he has
not. [Quintanilla] is too con-

body and set aside personal
differences."
There appears to have
been problems in the distribution of power in the SGA
this term, and in some cases,
lack of communication between leaders and members.
Although Paul Wasserman
'95 is head of" the Mather
Bookstore Committee and
sits on the Trustee Committee for Physical Plant of the
College, the Faculty Facility
Planning Committee, the
Mather Renovation Committee, and the Food Committee, Marlon wrote a letter to
the trustees without the approval of the Steering Board
or the SGA body when
Wasserman wassuggested to
write the letter. Paul
Wasserman claims that this
was due to expedite the process and not to obtain credit
for proposing the letter.
Wasserman supports Quintanilla and said, "I think that
Marlon has demonstrated
that he is a responsible president, and I think it would be
a shame if he was voted out
on the basis of his conduc-

"Though Marlon may be no Messiah, he
still displayed leadership, and student
government has been running relatively
smoothly." —Jonathan Epstein '97
trolling of the SGA and restricts
the flow of ideas. I do not
support him, and I encourage
the members of the SGA to

tion and control of the SGA
meetings."
There are also those who
feel thatQiiintanilla hasn't net: -

nitely support Quintanilla's
continued tenor as president.
Mick Nardelli '97 said, "For
the mostpart, I don't think
there are a lot of people who
wanttovoteagainstMarlonor
who are going to vote against
Marlon. It seems to me that
this is a pretty standard procedure. I would hope the members that are voting take into
consideration that Marlon's
had some pretty difficult situations to deal with thus far,but
despite the difficult tasks he's
had to assume as president, I
and several other members of
the senate feel that he has
handled them in a professional
manner as president should."
Chris Foley '94 who will
be chairing Tuesday's meeting was quoted as saying, "I
hope everyone realizes
Marlon's dedication and votes
accordingly," Emelie East '94
felt that "the SGA is trying to
empower itself and the student body by critically evaluating its leaders." Director of
Student Activites BethCorbin
said, "I'd like to see people
vote one way or another and
take into consideration, what
would be best for the student

impeach him as he has f ulfilledhis basic duties and tasks
as president. Jonathan Epstein
'97 said, "ThoughMarlonmay
be no Messiah, he still displayed leadership, and student
government has been running
relatively smoothly."
The student body jwas
polled at random to find out
the consensus of the students
on Marlon Quintanilla's vote
of confidence. Of the 73 students surveyed, the results
w«re tallied as follows: 32.9%
support Quintanilla as president of the student body.
39.7% oppose him, and 27.4%
h'ad no opinion. Although it is
uncertain how -the SGA will
vote in the final process as
many are waiting to make their
decisions after hearing
speeches made at the debate, it
looks as though Marlon-will
achieve the one-third affirmative votes needed to continue
his job as SGA president by a
narrow margin.
The SGA meeting will be
held at 7:30 in the Washington
Room. All students are welcome to attend and speak in
regards to any of the items on
the agenda.

Tripod Phone Poll...
"Should Marlon Quintanilla continue to
serve as SGA president?"

Yes
32.9%

. No
39.7%

Undecided
27.4%

Survey results based on a randomly sampled phone poll taken
December 6th of 75 Trinity Students.
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Mail Room Complaints Heard Again

A mail room employee places letters campus boxes. Lately, complaints about the mail room
have resurfaced, but they don't seem to effect the speed of delivery.
speed of the mail room has been ous box-holders. One SophoBY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
a hassle for most. "I got a letter more said, "for the past year
News Writer
in November which was mailed and a half I've been getting mail
Since the beginning of the on October first. Obviously the for a Henry Krznwy, or somesemester, complaints about the mail room is just too slow!" said thing like that. When I commail roomhave been heard from a freshman, who wishes to re- plain, they just tell me to throw
all around campus. In one Biol- main anonymous. "The mail it out."
"I have random people's
ogy Lab, students who were room is slow and inefficient,
turning lab reports through cam- which frustrates me." said Emily mail in my box. God, I could
complain for years. Also I don't
pus mail were urged to turn Ma '97.
"I wish I wouldn't get let- appreciate that I get my mail
them in during lab. "The campus mail is slow," said the pro- ters that were supposed to be in just as fast as if they walked
fessor, "if you turn in your lab other boxes. I share a mailbox from Georgia and handed it to
said Sarah Aaberg '97.
over campus mail and its late, with someone who doesn't even me!"
Clearly
there has been some disgo
here
any
more,"
said
Matt
then it will come off of your
Hilgenburg '97. Indeed, other satisfaction with the quality of
grade."
Aside from causing stu- students have also complained the mail room service. It has
dents academic problems, the about recieving mail for previ- thus far gone unanswered.

BdbreYni Graduate
and Go Maid
Off into a Great anc
Glorious Future
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SkiYourButt Off!
Introducing College Ski Weeks: Starting at $207. Make this January
break a real adventure in higher education, with a College Ski Week pacbge
at Stratton. Lift and lodging combinations offer great prices*
an open-to-all ski race, free cool-man product sampling
and a Thursday apres ski bash! So act now (even if
you're not a theatre major!) Get your skiing "buds" together
and get all the details by calling l-SOO-IHE-MTNS!
* No group mjnimums for this perfect "semester break" vacation!
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EROS Art Exhibit
Stimulates Debate

BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
News Writer

Recently E.R.O.S., an acronym for Encouraging Respect
for Sexualities, sponsored an art
show which depicted the various expressions of sexuality in
our society. The exhibit was a
collaborative effort on the part
of the members of the group,
featuring a painting by Les
Meyer '94 and David Kelley '94,
and photographs by Jaqui
McDermott '96 and Annette
Fernandes '96.

homosexuals in mainstream society. The group also believes
there is a genuine need for a
discussion group at Trinity
which would provide support
for students with different
sexual orientations.
Discussions of sexual issues, and events such as the gender bender ball and this art exhibit allow members of the homosexual community to feel
more accepted and to enlighten
the community at large.
Until recent years, American society has been very closed

E.R.O.S. is a group which sponsors activities
in an effort to encourage awareness and acceptance of all sexual orientations in our
society.
The exhibit featured black
and white photographs, signs
and a large painting in which
members of E.R.O.S. posed in
positions which represented
different views of sexuality, The
images in the exhibit are not as
important as the ideas which
prompted this exhibit.
E.R.O.S. is a group which
sponsors activities in an effort
to encourage awareness and acceptance of all sexual orientations in our society. According
to Matt Hilgenburg '97, an
E.R.O.S. member, the group exists to "open the minds of people
rtere at Trinity.'' •'
The members of E.R.O.S.
feel thereis a need forthe education of thestudentbody in order
to prevent the ignorance which
often leads to the exclusion of

to the exploration of sex and
sexuality. The homosexual and
bisexual life-styles were considered perverse. Members of the
gay community were often
forced to lead a secretive and
lonely existences which separated them from mainstream
American society.
It is only through education and discussion that this kind
of intolerance canbe eliminated.
The members of E.R.O.S. are
making a concerted effort to assure that every member of the
Trinity student bodies' sexual
preferences ate accepted and respected. - ,
;... ,l; ,,,H_ ' *
For anyone who would like
to join E.R.O.S., the group meets
on Monday nights a t ten o'clock
in the Underground Coffee
House.
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The stories which you are about to read are taken directlyfrom the files of Trinity College's Department
of Campus Safety. The names of those involved have been eliminated in order to protect the innocent and the
guilty. Please note that all suspects are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law. Thisfeature of the News
section is designed to bettefinformthe College community of the day to day work of Campus Safety officers.

Bantam Burgled
This one is a little late, but Campus Safety has been desperately trying to track down the
tremendous trophy that was taken from the Smith House on Homecoming Weekend. On
November 13th between 6 and 8 PM, someone stole a statue of a Bantam from the Cuppia Room
at the Smith House. The item was the class gift from the class of 1956, and weighs a hefty 40 pounds.
According to Campus Safety, the replacement cost of the Bantam is $10,000. Director of Campus
Safety, Brian Kelly, said that he was surprised that nobody seems to know the whereabouts of the
Bantam. However, Campus Safety and the Hartford Police are continuing the investigation.

Phallic Paint
Ok, it caught your attention. On November 28th, a naughty naysayer nonchalant-ly coated
the coveting cannons on the quad with a fresh coat of paint. The one cannon was painted blue and
the other orange* Hmm. Why blue arid orange? I guess it was dark, so maybe someone thought
they were spiffing up the spaces with Trinity colors. Whatever.

Transportation Towed
Campus Safety is continuing it's clever crusade against curbside criminals who coyly place
their transportation in prohibited parking spaces too close to the intersection of Summit Street and
College Terrace. Last week a surly Subaru was towed from it's dangerous domicile, and other cars
"have been issued parking tickets. Word is that the fine on the tickets is $30. Remember: it's a ticket
issued by the City of Hartford instead of Campus Safety, so you're in bigger trouble if you don't
pay it.

Triple Trashing
Three c&rs had windows broken on them while they were pleasantly parking on Summit
Street. Sometime on Thursday night a 1986 Toyota Camry, a 1990 Nissan, and a 1990 Honda Civic
were broken into. Nothing was missing from any of the cars. The Japanese-car crushing criminal
is still at large.

Microwave,Microwave
Someone has a real problem with the microwave in a conference room in Ferris. Earlier in the
semester, it was taken, but then later found in a nearby closet with several stolen backpacks and
a phone that was reported missing from Seabury. However, a different microwave was placed in
the conference room. It, too, is now missing.

Provolone Purloined
Some swindler swiped a specimen of cheese from the AD house recently. It was not specified
what kind of cheese was actually taken, but the brothers have taken precautionary measures to
make sure that more munster isn't taken from the building. The locks have been changed and an
alarm has been installed to prevent other such cheddar criminals from carrying away the selected
snack food. The Swiss swindler is believed to be the same crook who made off with a large slab
Of meat last year from the AD house. Now, if he/she can just break into a bakery, it's cold-cuts for
everyone! Pardon me, but do you have any Gray Poupon?

iilileiii

Lockdown!
Winter break worries are in for those sullen students supposedly staying on campus for end
of the semester drinking festivities. The clever crusaders of common good that call themselves
Campus Safety have notified The Security Blotter that all dorms will be locked at noon on the
Saturday after finals finish. All drunken dormitory dwellers will be surprised to discover
combination locks changed on all exterior doors. And, for you die-hard book worms that might
happen to forget something in your dorm room... if you return to campus over break and request
to get into you room for "just a second to grab something," it'll cost you a cool $20. Campus Safety
does not take Visa or Mastercard, but is willing to let you into your room as many times as you'd
like if you're willing to fork over the $$.
.

Vacation Vandals
For a free bulletin, call
1-800-228-4NYU, ext.106
TWO CONVENIENT
SESSIONS
May23-Julyl
Juty5-Augustl2
•On-campus housing
for as Unless $100
per session
•Over 1,000 courses
offered
•Open House
January 7,1994
(212)998-4520

NYU Summer

. New York University, Office of Summer Sessions
P.O. Box 242, New York, N.Y. 10117-1335
Please send me afree 1994 Summer Bulletin.
SocStcHo,

Home

Mires
Stoe

Zip Code
Anuofhuertsi

School airmtfy attending
Htm Yort lUwttgf H m t&tamjK Kkufofuil typnMkfer IM

Everyone! Please place all valuables in a large, black plastic trash bag and place it outside your
door with an itemized list of the contents. If the contents weigh over 35 pounds, please double the
bags. Oh. Wait,that'sprobablynotthebestidea. On a more serious note, make sure you lock your
door and windows before leaving for Winter Break. Have a great vacation and don't pass out on
New Years.
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New PR Director Praises Trinity

Chuck D Comes To Trinity

BY MATTHEW HENRY
News Editor

more. I suppose this deflates much of the criticism that
he is an unqualified role model,
but then again most people's
opinions aren't broadcasted on
MTV either.
The substance of Chuck
D.'s lecture seemed to be twofold. He spent a good deal of
time discussing his perspective
on the media, and the recent
debates over violence in rap
music. He also spoke of his
desire to see blacks own fifteen
percent of the businesses in
America. His overall prescription of black students was to
return to their neighborhoods
and share the privileged education they received, This is an
admirable message, but when
it came to actually ou timing this
plan in specific terms, he
stumbled.
The only advice given, was
thatblackstudentsshouldform

Since the beginning of the
semester, Trinity has had a new
director of Public Relations. Ms.
Jane Daly Seaberg came to Trinity after spending four years at
Georgetown University as Assistant Executive Director of
Public Relations. She spent the
last five months at Georgetown
as the Acting Associate Vice
President for Public Relations,
at which time she accepted her
new position at Trinity...
Ms. Seaberg received a B. A.
in Journalism from Clarke College in 1978. She would later
work for the college as a Director of PublicRelations from 19831986. She also taught one course
per semester at the school in the
field of Communications.
She grew up in Burlington,
Iowa, where she later spent some
time as a journalist. For The
Hawk Eye, she held the position
of Sunday Editor and Editorial
Page Editor. Prior to, her work
on this paper, she was an education Writer, as well as Business
and Religion Editor, of The Garden City Telegram. She says that
one of the highlights of her career this far was handling President Clinton's visit to
Georgetown after his election.
"He gave a speech to the students after [his meeting], and
talked about the importance of
an education. He was incredible."
Ms. Seaberg's extensive experience with college communities has prepared her well for
hernew'positionatTrinity. She
says of her experience with Trinity thus far, "The one thing I
have found [so far], is that Trinity enjoys a very good reputation." She also says that the
school has three distinctions
which separate it from other
New England colleges. "There
are numerous ways to learn
here. There is also access to the
'real world'here. It's a wonderful place to apply what you learn
here, whether it be at the capital,
or at the school down the street,
or community service. One
other thing that sets the school
apart is the way it personalizes
the experiences for undergraduates."

Jane Daly Seaberg, the new Director of Public Relations, comes
to Trinity from Georgetown.
She also feels very strongly the faculty. She also praised the
about the quality of the faculty creativity of the curriculum and
at Trinity. "Trinity has done a flexibility in designing a major.
great job of hiring some excep- "It's very impressive for a small
tional faculty. They also do a school to have a Neuroscience
good job of retaining them." She or American Studies major. It's
says, though, that both faculty also very difficult to allow stuand students are here because dents to develop their own mathey want to be here.
jor, but maintain an academic
Speaking of her work, Ms. reputation."
Ms. Seaberg also thought
Seaberg says that it is important
to examine who is mosl impor- that Trinity's setting was a matant to.,Xrinity and, its image. j o r asset to the school, in that it
Also important is what people, allows students to be a part of a
including prospective students larger community. Finally, she
and other colleges, know orneed said that the school's resources
to know about us to convey the wereveryimportantto students.
correct image. "The real enter- "Our ability to remain a needprise is the teaching of students. blind institution is very special,"
We need to tell people about our she said.
While Ms. Seaberg does not
successes. Trinity carries a very
fine reputation." To market that seek to develop any major
reputation is what Ms. Seaberg changes in the current markethas been set out to do. "Success ing drive, she does hold an imbreeds success. We need to help portant role in maintaining its
people see how we stack up nest current success. "My role here
to the rest [of the colleges in the is a lot easier because there is
already a lot of momentum,"
area]."
When asked if there were she says. Hopefully, that mofive things that stood out in her mentum will carry Ms. Seaberg
mind about the college, she men- through a long and successful
tioned once again the quality of career at Trinity.

continuedfrom page 1

empirical observations hemade
during his travels to account
for a crucial element of his overall analysis of black xirban life.
When this technique is used in
conjunction with reasoned arguments it is useful, but when
it is presented instead of arguments it obscures the point at
hand.
The question and answer
session was another unforrunateaspecrofthelecture. Most
of the questions from white students were prefaced-with- an
uneasy statement like, "I know
I'm white, and I can't understand you because you're
black., but.." The actual questions asked were notaddressed,
but were rather used as
springboard for Chuck D,'s
own thoughts at the time, xisually unrelated to the question.
One student asked Chuck his
opinions on Latinos in the inner city given that he had been

The substance of Chuck D.'s lecture seemed
to be twofold. He spent a good deal of time
discussing his perspective on the media, and
the recent debates over violence in rap music. He also spoke of his desire to see blacks
ownfifteen percent of the businesses in
America.
.
cartels upon leaving college, primarily speaking; for.,Wacte
and go to "the hood" and open " that evening'V* Gh^ik^Wyesmall businesses, tte said, "I sponded.ffiat.tatirbs Were eswant to see fifteen percent of *•;, serjLtJSliy..biack irithi tthey.were
the mall businesses owned by K-i^ot wfute/ahd they shared a
blacks, and I'm not just talking similar history of oppression
about malls in black •areas." with black people. One can
<•• W n c k
only worder if tV-c p a-ne ar,r.ly
have applied ?o Jews
as well. • '
ment for black people, or a re-'
1 suppose 1 ian only unbate for all black customer*;? derstand (. huok D. frorn nvj
We weren't told this part.
partifuloi peispedivo as well.
Another disappointment In my ov\ n analysis though. 1
f i om the lecture was how much found him disappointing. Pubof Chuck D'b slang only ob- lic Enemy's music is some of
scured his ideas, as opposed to the most powerful mus,io rehis recorded mixrerial when this corded ir the last ten yean,. As
dialect is used so powerfully. a white kid from Philadelphia,
F;or example, when he was dis- it really did present headlines
cussing the differences of loraI I'd never heard before. In 1^88.
perspectives between black* Public Enemy looked like j
fioniNewYorkarul blacks from revolution. In 1993 though, thr
Oakland, the substance ot lhis revolutron bettor resembles the
analysis rested upon differences ReaganPresidency which it so
of slang used in both cities. He often criticized- so much irurelied upon a host of specific age, so little substance.

Potential

TCAC Meetings Closed
It has been decided by the TCAC Steering Board that
the general Sunday meetings will'be closed to new
members after the first Sunday meeting each February.
In the event that someone with special circumstances
expresses a strong interest in membership to the
organization, he or she must petition the TCAC
Steering Board for admittance to the general body.

Six-Figiire
OLDE Discount is looking for energetic people to
start a career in the brokerage business.
Requirements include:
College Degree
General Market Knowledge, and
Excellent Cornrhunication Skills
GLDE offers a 6 to 12 month extensive training
program, competitive salary and commission
structure as well as relocation possibilities.
Call Jay Berube for more information:

The purpose of this decision is to retain a stable and
sincere group of members committed to programming
throughout the year.
As always, we invite anyone interested to attend the
open meetings on Sundays at 6:30 pm in Alumni
Lounge in Mather.

1800 937-0606
or send resume and cover letter to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

America's Full Service Discount BrokerS
Member NYSE & S1PC
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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West Hartford's Harry's Pizza: Certain Favorite
BY A, LEVINE & P. GINGRAS
Metro-Hartford Writer & Editor

For the last dining pilgrimage of the y ear, we took a nostalgic drive down Farmington Avenue. On our journey we
stopped into a never-before-visited pizza paradise. This holy
shrine is known throughout this
land and others as Harry's Pizza.
We've said it before and we'll
say it again, "Harry doesn't kid
around when it comes to pizza."
In the following diction we will
do our best to prove the aforementioned thesis.
Atmospherically speaking,
the place is sharp. It's spotlessclean, and decorated with an
abundance of taste. Bankers'
lamps illuminate each table and
picturesqueprints line the walls.
The immense kitchen is open to
sight and is quite a pretty sight
at that. Two beautiful ceiling
fans create a pleasant breeze as
you dine in the cozy booths.
Basically what we are trying to
say is that this ain't no Sal's Piz-

Pat: Boy oh boy, this salad
was a crackerjack. My search
for even a trace of iceberg lettucehappily was fruitless. Fresh,
crisp vegetables were the rule.
And the dressing was, like my
trusty sidekick Andy said, un-

of the restaurant. Had it not
been for Pat coming to my aid,
who knows what would have
happened. After I finished my
grotesquely titanic feast, I was
pleased to find that the meal
stopped giving when you were
through masticating.
Pat: There's pizza, and then
After I finished my grotesquely titanic feast, I
there's Harry's pizza. It's in a
was pleased to find that the meal stopped
class by itself in Hartford. We
had two pizzas: one with mozgiving when you were through masticating.
zarella and sauce and one with
Elm City. A sizable wine list is believable. The waiter told us it just sauce. This pizza was so
also available. Now for the grub. was indeed homemade, and in- good, there was no need for any
Andy: Both Pat and I both cluded, most memorably, three paltry toppings. The crust was
ordered a house salad to start. vinegars and anchovies. The paper thin, but could withstand
You may call me crazy, but I'm dressing, a cuisenart creation, the weight of the cheese and
going to go out on a limb and was a balsamic vinaigrette and sauce.
The sauce was overrun with
say that this was the best house must be tried.
salad I've ever ordered in a pizza
Andy: Let me give you two chunks of ripe tomatoes, and
restaurant. As a matter of fact it facts which may allow you to fresh garlic was spread about
was potentially the most understand exactly how good like wealth in a Communist
bodacious salad that has ever this pizza was: 1) I weigh 155 state. With pizza this thin, one
touched my lips anywhere. This pounds. 2) I ate 10 slices. This tends to lose track of numbers of
place went out of its way with thin crusted masterpiece, which slices eaten, but who cares? It
the dressing, which was clearly was bathed in home made to- was damn good.
homemade. This was just the mato sauce and real mozzarella
For this outer-worldly
roughage my bowels were crav- cheese^ made me so happy that mealy we paid an outer-worldly
ing.
I broke into song in the middle price. However, we each had
zena.
The menu is quite simple.
It offers pizza Neapolitan, with
a variety of toppings. There is
one salad with one dressing, and
there are several excellent beers
on tap— including Spaaten and

Ledyard's Foxwoods Casino
Gives Plenty Back To State

sino is owned and operated by
the MashantucketPequot Tribal
Nation, and exists on their ResFoxwoods Casino, located ervation.
According to the Pequot
in Ledyard,has quickly become
an important entity in the state Times, a publication of the
of Connecticut. The casino is a Mashantuckets, the casino has
popular destination- fot many, given birth to about 8,400'jobs;
since Atlantic City is over three and is now its region's third larghours away, and has grown ex- est employer, behind Electric
traordinarily since its opening Boat in Groton and the U.S. Naval Submarine Base in New Lonin 1992.
Though morally opposed don.
The Tribe has become the
by many Connecticut citizens,
the fact is that Foxwoods has state's largest pool of revenue
done wonders for the economic besides the federal government,
well-being of the state. The ca- as it has given over 100 million
BY PATRICK GINGRAS
Metro-Hartford Editor

dollars to the state government
in the last fiscal year. The Tribe
has also come to the aid of other
Connecticut businesses, as ithas
spent over $180 million in goods
and services from, state companies. ThgMashantjioiset^fqucjts
giva'aUjo to s^rao^aclitt:ig|l^«s^ .
as they have offered over $10
million to surrounding towns.
The Tribe also has plans to
develop theareaaround the reservation, and are funding construction of improvements to
traffic control on parts of Route
2, which extends from Hartford
to Rhode Island.

two Cokes, a salad, and a large
pizza. The bill came to an even
$40 including tax and tip. The
service was stellar, especially
considering how hard we
worked it! The restaurant is
located on Farmington Avenue
across from Society for Savings,
just past West Hartford Center.
Pat: The bill was accompaniedby a cup of homemade Italian ice for both of us. It was
grapefruit ice, and was, like everything else, incredible. There
were actual pieces of grapefruit
pulp in the ice.
Go to Harry's for a truly
kickass experience. Don't order
as much as we did, though! I
give Harry's 4.75 dinners on the
Tripod out of 5.
Andy: For a meal that made
me feel like a natural woman, I
give Harry's Pizza 4.2324 deranged restaurant reviewers
named Andy out of 5.
It's been our pleasure to be
your restaurant reviewers this
semester and hope next semester will be just as kooky.

Have you. written
a paper that
you are particularly
proud of ?
Submit it to the Trinity
•'i'i'jfj,

GJC So you haven't
written a paper that you
are particularly
proud of...
Are you artistic?

1/2 Price entire menu 4pm til 10 pm
includes: Beer • Wine • Pizza

Submit a cover design
for the
Trinity Papers!
**See submission
guidelines in the
Student Life Resource
Center

WARTFORO

• Wood Fired
• Brick Oven
296-0353

341 Franklin Ave. Hartford

**Submission deadline
is
Jan. 24,1994
**A11 works should be
turned in to
Dean Spencer's officeWilliams 232
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Peny vs. Peters: the Fight Gang "Violence In Hartford,
Even On Thanksgiving
In Hartford Continues

BYJAYSARZEN

Metro-Hartford political writer

In a political move that has angered
many people in the Hartford community, outgoing Hartford mayor Carrie
Saxon-Perry and her supporters on the
City Council have pushed through more
than sixty political appointments to vacancies that were to have been filled by
Mayor-elect Mike Peters after he assumes
office today, December 7th. The most
important of these appointments was
the position of city manager. The legality
and morality have both been called into
question for the manner in which the
vacancies were filled.
This saga began when Mayor-elect
Peters mentioned that he would attempt
to remove the current city manager,
Harold Stanback, who he perceived as a
part of the problem of the Perry Administration. These comments prompted
Perry and her supporters to protect

would be no time for the opposition to
attempt to block the measure from coming to a Council vote.
Those opposed to this plan also criticized the cost of the buy-out. The plan
provides forStanback to receive $130,000
for the buy-out and Langely to receive
$105,000 for his services. Mayor-elect
Peters denounced this move as "politics
at its lowest" and said that Hartford
taxpayers should not have to foot the bill
for this plan with the city facing a $30
million budget crisis.
Supporters of the Mayor-elect maintained that the terms of the contract buyout should have been negotiated by Peters, and that he should have the opportunity to fill the position of city manager.
As it stands, Peters would have to muster six votes on the City Council to remove Langely, which will be difficult
since Peters will only have a bare majority support of five Council members
when he assumes office. Thus, Peters

BY STACY METZLER
Metro-Hartford writer

While most Trinity students were
sitting down to Thanksgiving dinner
with family and relatives last Thursday, undoubtedly being questioned as
to the safety of our Hartford campus,
yetanothergangrelateddnve-byshooting occurred.
At precisely the same time as most
of us were eating turkey and stuffing,
George "CoCo" Hall, age 17, wasstanding on the sidewalk in front of his Charter Oak Terrace housing project. He
had been playing a game of pickup
football with friends and had stopped
to take a short break,
At 1:00 p.m., a white four-door sedan drove by and youths inside opened
fire, shooting Hall in the head. His
friends stated that he was an innocent
bystander in the continuing battle for
turf between the now-infamous Latin
Kings and Los Solidos street gangs.

Police found eight 9-mm shells at the
scene.
Gang violence is not just in Hartford and not just a teen issue. Daily
newspapers report that even elementary schools deal with students using
guns, setting fires, and vandalizing.
Pronounced dead Friday morning November 26th at 10:00 a.m., Hall's grandmother, Eleanor Hall, said, "He was in
the wrong place."
How ironic that at the same moment of the shooting so many Trinity
parents were advising us to be sure not
to be "in the wrong place." And easement and mitigation other than rehearsing Trinity's security credits was to
mention that campuses in Middletown
and New Haven are experiencing the
same ills.
Also shot early Friday morning in
separate shootings were Latin King
members Michael Diaz, 18, and Angel
Serrano, 22, not long after having
Thanksgiving with their families.

Mike Peters was set to take office with a clear mandate of
the voters. Now, he enters office with a cloud hanging
over his head that could possibly hinder his administration in its nascent stages.
Stanback by offering to buy-out the remainder of his contract, which runs until
December 31st, 1994, At that point,
instead of allowing the Mayor-elect to
select a new city manager, Perry and her
supporters appointed Henry Langely, a
career city administrator who has been
arrested for welfare fraud, though not
convicted.
These actions were questioned for
several reasons, the first of which was
the secrecy by which this appointment
was carried out. In the afternoon of
Monday, November 22nd, Perry presented this plan to her supporters and
informed them that she intended to
present the plan at the Council meeting,
which was to take place later in the
evening. Critics of Perry maintained
that the matter should not have been
given any consideration simply because
it was added to the orders of business at
such a late time. They inferred that there
was a shroud of secrecy so that there

and his supporters .are contemplating
legal action to block the appointment.
Perry and her supporters maintain
that Langely is an extremely qualified
individual who "knows how to run a
city," and that this appointment had
nothing to do with the alleged bitterness
of outgoing-Mayor Perry. Perry's" aides,
however, do concede that this was "in
your face politics." Perry lost lastmonth's
election to Peters in a virtual landslide,
which Perry attributed to the sheer racism of Hartford voters. A demographic
view of Hartford reveals that the city is
composed of two-thirds minorities.
Mike Peters was set to take office
with a clear mandate of the voters. No.w
he enters office with a cloud hanging
over his head that could possibly hinder
his administration in its nascent stages.
The city of Hartford can only watch and
hope that some sense is made of this
situation so Mike Peters can proceed to
govern the way he was elected to go vern.

SHOWCASE CINEMAS, EAST HARTFORD
Nightmare Before Xmas
Josh and Sam
Malice
Man's Best Friend
Three Musketeers
Addam's Family Values
My Life
Perfect World
Mrs. Doubtfire
Carlito's Way
Remains of the Day
We're Back
A Bronx Tale
Dangerous Woman

Take 1-84 East to exit 58 (Silver Lane)

english major guitar: clapton
but what about stebbins, butler, and little?
all english majors (and prospectives) are invited
to an informal gathering
to resolve the controversy over pizza
and engage in general harmony and festivity >;.
-- at 115 Vernon
-thursday, december 9
- 4 pm to 5:30

english major party: 2
drop in for a slice and a tune.

7:20 & 9:50
7:25 & 9:40
7:50 & 10:10
7:55 & 10:15
7:25 & 9:30
7:35 & 9:35
7:45 & 10:05
7:05 & 9:40
7:30 & 10:00
7:15 & 9:55
10:20
7:00
10:30
7:40 & 9:50 .
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LECTUE1

Around
Social Critique
The party scene reached an urgent, feverish pitch this past weekend, on the eve of the last two, grinding weeks of final papers and exams.
The following is a summary of this
past weekend's bill of fare:

Funk, Funkier
St. Anthony's Hall had their
annual winter Formal on Friday
night. Live entertainment was provided by World, a funky band from
NYC that also played the Hall on
Family Weekend, Sources at the
affair say that attendance was not
the body-to-body crush that the Hall
is usually known for.
Part of the dwindling numbers
may have been attributed to the proliferation of live entertainment last
Friday. Cleo hosted a double-bill of
X-Con Icon and Betty, which played
all night to a packed house. It seems
that more partygoers opted for
home-cooked Funk over World's
takeout.

Unplugged
Hats off to Al Day '94 and the
Music Dorm, for sponsoring a night
i of\iyeracqusticentertairarvent at the
Bistro on Saturday. Several student
acts pur away their amps and performed to a standing room only
crowd. Highlights included infectious Irish folk by Wild Geese (Jeff
Ullman '96 on guitar, Sarah Godcher
'95 on fiddle, Bart Bettencourt '95 on
guitar and singing lead vocals);
Michael Spaeder '94 and Joanna
Marsden '95 administering a dose of
alternative; and Red House (Eric
Wallen '94, Chris Sidor '94, James
Kessler '94, Scott Russell '94, and
Jake Shaw '95), who played classics
(Clapton) and future classics (Pearl
Jam),
Thumbs down to either the
sound system, or the sound man.
Around Trinity wasn't sure who was
responsible for the mediocre sound,
but is glad that it did not deter the
crowd.

"Who Speaks for the Children?" Associate Professor of
Philosophy Maurice Wade will
be discussing children's rights
in a lecture to be held in the
Women's Center at 12:15 p.m.
on Thursday, December 9th.
The discussion, which aims at
raising awareness concerning
children's rights, is part of the
Trinity College Women's Center and faculty Grants Lunch
Series Fall 1993 Talks.
FEAR OF FAT!!! Margo
Maine, program director for
Eating Disorders at the Institute of Living, will examine
the perfect body and its relationship to eating disorders.

ATTENTION
The National Library of.
Poetry in Owings Mills, Maryland, has announced that
$12,000 in prizes will be
awarded to over 250 poets in
the North American Poetry
Contest. To enter send one
original poem to the following
address: TheNaiipnalLibraty
of Poetry 11419 Cronridge
Drive
P.O. Box 704-ZT
Owings Mills, MD 21117 .
Entries must be received by
December 31st, 1993.

The discussion is a continuance of the Wellness series
which is being sponsored by
the Biology Department, the
Medical Office, the Wellness
Dorm and the Women's Center. It will take place on Tuesday, December 7th, at 7:00 p.m.
in Room 213 in the Life Science
Building.

SPRING BREAK 7 Nights From $299
Includes: Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties
and More!
NASSAU PARADISE ISLAND CANCUN
JAMAICA SAN JUAN
Organize a small group-Earn FREE trip
plus commissions!
1-800-GET-SUN-1
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+
monthly. Summer/holidays/full time.
World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,
Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift
Shop Sales, Deck Hands, Casino
Workers, etc. No experience necessary.
CALL 602-680-4647, Ext. C147.
TRAVEL FREE TO JAMAICA,

The Department of Philoso- CANCUN. NASSAU, FLORIDA
FOR SPRING BREAK WITH SUN
phy at Trinity College presents BOUND
VACATIONS. ORGANIZE
A SMALL GROUP AS A COLLEGE
Professor Aryeh Motzkin of REP. PRICES START FROM
$ 3 5 9 . CALL 1-800-SUN-TREK
Boston University in his dis-FOR
DETAILS.
cussion of "Maimonides on the
DAYTONA BEACH - SPRING
Imagination." The lecture is
BREAK
First Class, oceanfront hotel
free and open to the public. It
directly on the beach, parties,
will be inMcCook201 on Tues- pool deck fun, nightclubs, sunshine,
NOT. MISS THIS TRIP!/ Includes
day, December 7th at 5:30 p.m. DO
roundtrip motorcoach trans, with
The President's Fellows are
now accepting submissions for
the thirteenth annual Trinity
Papers, which recognize outstanding undergraduate scholarship and excellence. The editorial board will review for
publication work ranging from
term papers to scientific research to poetry from current
undergraduate and IDP students. The Board also welcomes a design for the cover of
the journal. If you are interested, submissions are due to
Dean Spencer's office, Williams 232, by January 24th.

on campus pick up and drop off,
only $239.00 quad occp., depart
3/25/94 return 4/3/94.
Call for free brochure 1 -800-9DAYTONA
M-F, 8-6. See you on the BEACH!!

Get your share of the Educational
Billions!
Scholarships, Grants, Fellowship
Awards
for more information send $5.00 to:
Scholarships, Grants Etc
342 New Haven Avenue
Milford, Connecticut 06460
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT Make up to
' $2,000-$4,000+/month teaching
basic
conversational English abroad. Japan,
Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many employers
provide room & board + other
benefits. No
teaching background or Asian
languages
required. For more information call:
632-1146 ext. J5079
***SPRING BREAK 94***
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida &
Padre!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15
.friends and your trip is free! (800)
328-SAVE

Submit

Do you love to ski? Well, wouldn't you love to ski for less?
Here's your answer! The Connecticut Society to Prevent Blindness offers a Ski For Sight Savings Book, which gets you over two
dozen free lift tickets and 2 - for -1 discounts at participating ski
areas. Contributions from your purchase go towards funding oi
the organization's free eye health and safety programs. So foi
only $35 you can ski and save in two ways—save money and
save sight! For information, call 1-800-850-2020.
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Paroled?
Psi-U threw their hat into the
ring this weekend with their first
party since a self-imposed probation (the terms of which were not
clear). Sources at Around Trinity
heard the noise on Friday night but
did not get an attendance count.

Retrograde
Dedicated followers of fashion
and nostalgia flocked to the Early
80's Dance Party, in commemoration of Mary Wigmore's and Mary
Tyler's birthdays (both from the
Class of'94). Guests were in all their
garish splendor, from Izod shirts to
roller skates. There was even a special appearance by Devo, flower pots
and all. Around Trinity is excited to
see such reverence for the past, but
is apprehensive that the 80's are seen
as ancient. Intimations of our mortality - my, how we have grown...
L
=J

Bad Behaviour

Tues

7:30

Searching for Bobby Fischer Wed/Thur, 7:30
Fri,Sat
True Romance
Fri,Sat
9:50
Intervista

Sun, Mon, Tues 7:30
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Editorializing Art: The
Trinity Compromise
Vs. E.R.Q.S. Art Exhibit
BY DAVID KELLEY &
LESLIE MEYERS
Art Critics

"*r *««.^.fcft«t-

Leslie Meyers *94 and David Kelley '94 stand in front of their controversial painting
at the E.R.O.S. show with strategic signs that say "Censored" and "Sexually Explicit."

BETH PIRO

Oedipus Rex And Circle Stories: A
Commendable Evening Of Creativity
onstage.
An interesting aspect of the
piece was the alternation beThis past Thursday and Fri- tween English and Asian landay evenings, the Austin Arts guages. As a primarily EnglishCenter presented two theater speaking audience, we were
and dance performances en- able to understand what was
titled "Classworks." These per- happening. The Sanskrit words
formances were the cumulative created a vocal expression of the
efforts of two classes. Theater characters psychological workand Dance 407, an Experimen- ings in a free form, which we
tal Performance Workshop, per- could interpret as we saw fit,
Garmany Hall served as the
formed Oedipus Rex, and the
Freshman Seminar "Voices of perfect setting for this show, as
the Spirit," created their own characters crept in and out from
the periphery of the shadows.
show, Circle Dreams.
Oedipus Rex is the mythical The stark pain of Oedipus' story
story of the young man Oedi- was further accentuated by the
pus who unknowingly kills his simplicity and darkness of the
father Laius, marries his mother theater.
Throughout the piece, inJocasta, and then blinds himself
as punishment. This story was dividual characters added to the
given a new perspective in Sung overall performance. Joshua
Sik Chang's adaptation with the Weinstein gave an excellentporintroduction of Asian dance, trayal as the confused and later
music, and rituals into the per- shamed Oedipus. His moveformance. With this new ele- ments- in the beginning, statument, the audience received a esque; at the end, humbled and
passionate glimpse into the lives agonized- combined Eastern
of the characters as they struggle balance with precision and feelwith the awful truth of Oedi- ing.
pus' acts.
Felicia Bradley's energetic
From the beginning of the performance of Teiresias who
performance when all of the chanted, pleaded, screamed,
characters entered onto the danced and passionately beckstage, humming and chanting oned to the spirits, stayed with
with the music in a mesmeriz- me throughout the show.
Jenny Cross played Oediing unison, the audience knew
this was going to be a piece of pus'wife (and mother). Herperintense emotion and an formance realistically conveyed
her character's pain and anuntraditional approach.
The chorus of the show, guish, as the consequences of
Vivian Holtzman, Lisa Koch, events became an awful reality,
Robyn Adcock, Jennifer Cross, withQedipus'blindinghimself.
Adam Murphy, Felicia Bradley, The audience was drawn in by
Mitchell Polin, and Jessica Borst, her horror and affection, up
was unlike many traditional through the moments of her
choruses, which serve simply to horrific suicide.
Other characters of note
foreshadow events or convey
information.
This chorus were the ghost of Laius and his
moved, danced, shrieked, and friend, played by David Kelley
crawled in reaction to the events and David Kim, who appeared
on stage as a grotesque, swirlof the story.
For part of the time, the ing image. As well, Adam
members donned white masks, Murphy's sensitive portrayal of
giving them an artificial and Kreon added to the overall permysterious appearance. The formance.
It was clear that all of the
fluid and emotional quality of
the group was exciting and actors and dancers were fully
unique as it passionately high- engaging their minds and bodlighted and reacted to the drama ies to create a dynamic and
BY CYNTHIA DARLING
Arts Writer

With the opening of the
E.R.O.S. (Encouraging Respect
Of Sexualities) sex show, in the
Mather Art Space, the presence and presentation of arton
Trinity College campus is at
stake. Whether or not art will
continue to be produced is not
the problem, but what role it
shouldserveandhowthecampuswilluseit.Thelargestquestion that requires the energies
and attention of the students
and professors of this campus
is: will our art go deeper, ask
the questions that need to be
asked, truly put something on
the line? It's about breaking
the yoke of clean little shows
in some boring,, overused
spaces. We need to shatter the
'campus-provided' frames and
rethink the role of art.
The E.R.O.S. sex show is
raising the age old questions:

dreams, our entire world ispolitical.Thisignoranceis to deny
that we are affected by Our environment. We must question
all that is taken for granted, all
that has been ignored and suppressed.Thisis whyitis essential that organizations like
E.R.O.S. exist, and that they
ask people to address the role
of alterna tive sexualities on this
campus. Part of what was trying to be said in the exhibitwas
that political correctness perpetuates injustice and ignorance. P.C. jargon is another
facade for people to wear that
distances and numbs them
from the realities of our environment: sexism, classicism,
violence. We mustspeakabout
what is really happening.
The large mural that now
hangs in Mather is found art, It
uses the language and format
that dominate the sex industry. It depicts, in slightly exaggerated size, the reality of pornography, with the sole pur-

energetic piece, in which dance
and movement combined with
. . . the [E.R.O.S.] show has met with
drama and music to produce a
Trinity's clean,, inoffensive, day-care mennew look at Oedipus' age-old
tale.
tality and has been subjected to pseudoWith carefully practiced
effective censorship. - Kelley and Meyers
steps and words, the final effect
was riveting in its feeling and
what is art, who defines it, and pose of satirical criticism.
dramatic influence.
what is its proper subject iriat- Shock-value is not the issue
The second piece of the
eveningwas CircleQfeams,peTformed by Judy Dworin's freshnoartistjc merit;*' "itwas sim-' diately accessible materials.
man seminar, "Voices of the
pjyior shock value/' and "This Satireallows us to look more
Spirit." Throughout the past
is not aesthetically pleasing," .critically at issues that we take
semester, the seminar focused
in regards to the la r.ge painting for granted, ie, the soft-porn, of
on the "role of ritual, spiritualin the show, really seeing the magazines like Vogue, of the
ity, and community in our lives.''
work? 6f> are they rnembqrs of Hollywood cinema, etc. There
It examined how Native
the droning masses that'have'. should be more development
American life, and how these
thrown the cloak of commod- of this carhpus' consciousness
things tie in withpersonal idenity ovet art and teemthemaze ' through works like this.
tities. The performance was a
of the gallery? Isrrt that really
Yet, the current show has
way of gathering together ail of
what art is now, economics; met with Trinity's clean, iriofthe issues the students have ex"Dear, 1 just got rickets to the
plored, ranging from meditation-, Monet, exhibit", "The Van fensjve,day-cyre;menf'alityand
has been subjected.to pseudoand dreams to written expresGogh sold for 8 million," etc. effective censorship,
sion. A major theme of the perOn Trinity's campus, do we '
Five-foot rolling barriers
formance was the importance of
want to keep attending pleas- havebeenpositioned on either
asking questions instead of pasant hors, d'peuvres and paint- side of the mural to protect the
sively ingesting information.
ing-gatherings' in the Mather innocents: We, as the creators
The first scene was an imArt Space?
• Where are . ofthis work, are calling for our
provisational gathering of stutheissues, theernofion,thevul^ : critics to produce their own
dents echoing the words " thank
nerability? Art has to be about concept of art, if they know
you" in response to a descripriskandpolitics. Regardless of what it is.
tion of our nation. The actors
how much some people might
This campus needs to take
soon saw that there were many
want to ignore it, our lives are' 'the issues that affect us here
things about our country and
political, our sex, bur religion, and not be afraid to present
howithastreatedpeopleoforher
our. culture/ our race, our them with conviction.
nationalities that were not worth
being thankful for.
chanting repeatedty, "It's what out into the open, a sense of
The scenes moved from you're supposed to do!" to mir- community was created bethere to individual monologues ror the personal and societal tween the audience and the acon ideas about Native Ameri- pressures we all experience from tors because we realized that
can religion, the environment, time to time, which can make we all share these feelings and
and personal identity.
: our activities and lives seem fu- have the power to do something
about them. We came away with
These monologues were ac- • tile.
For the audience, it was as a sense of timelessness, relation
companied by tape-recorded
discussions, group movement, if we were listening to ouy own to the past, and the creation of
dance, and skits. The actors were thoughts being voiced by these an internal dialogue within ourenthusiastic, energetic , and actors onstage. HpiVmany times selves.
have we wished we could go for
showed skill in movement.
Clearly, members of the
One student sHared her ex- a hike in the wopds, or a swim in group became closer to each
perience of praying to a dead the' ocean^ only to be confined other and themselves through
loved one instead of God, be- by the obligation of a schedule, the production of their perforcause thatfeltmore comfortable or the limits of a city street ?
mance.
a;t the time.
And how many times have
This freshman seminar deAnother person shared her we fejt the fear and vulnerabil- serves high praise for stepping
feeling that although she doesn't ity of investing trust in another beyond the boundaries of tradibelieve in God, she does not feel person, tempted to simply go tional classroom learning, and
about business on our. own, with for creating a final performance
•alone on the Earth.
which raised awareness as well
In one skit actors crowded no help from anyone else ?
around one person on stage
By bringing these coricerns as entertained.
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Little Mermaid Toy Review Available For Early Christmas Shoppers
BYAMYEMPOLITI
Features Writer

Sitting in the hospital for three weeks
canbe really boring. If you read my story
two weeks ago, you would know that I
am here because my entire body is covered with third degree burns due to playing with my Beavis and Butthead Science
Kit.
I couldn't move too well, so I called
Mr. Anderson's poodle on the phone.
He told me he was really glad I called.
He was sitting on his couch, depressed,
because a couple of mean boys put him
in a washing machine and then puked all
over him. So my canine friend came
trotting over to the hospital with his little
red wagon, helped me in, and we were
off.
We ended up going to Namco, where
they sell pools and related supplies. The
poodle wanted to get one to wash off in.
We found a really cute one called The

Little Mermaid swimming pool. It had a
picture of Ariel, her animals, and some
waves painted on it. It was made nf
shiny blue-green porcelain. It was just
the right size for the poodle to take a
swim. I figured I could try it too, though,
so he loaded it in the wagon and we
rolled out of Namco.
We got to his house and he dumped
the pool on the back lawn. The poodle
filled it with water from Mr. Anderson's
hose and started swimming. There
wasn't room for both of us so I sat in the
wagon and watched. He splashed around
so much that there was soon no water
left.
Luckily, I discovered a lever which
made more water magically appear, as
wellaskelp. Whatadeal! Thispooldoes
an excellent job of capturing the essence
of the sea. We took turns splashing
around in it and playing with the lever.
The poodle starting jumping up and
down on it. He was having a blast with

his Little Mermaid swimming pool. The
watej? flowed over the edge of the pool
and-covered the lawn, along with a variety of sea life. Then disaster struck.
All of a sudden the pool belched. It
started to rumble. I saw my little poodle
friend, smiling and yipping, get sucked
down into the pool. I had to save him. I
forgot about keeping my body cast dry
gliding down a very long water slide.
At the end of the slide I was depos-

silen tly as he tilted back his head, held up
the rat, and let it plop down into his open
mouth. The poodle whined when he saw
the bum eating innocent animals.
Now the bum was after him! I knew
I had to do something. I picked up all the
sea plants I could find and pelted him
with them.
He must have thought I was a
mummy, because he dropped dead of
fright, the brown and green sea plants

All of a sudden the pool belched. It started to rumble. I
saw my little poodle friend, smiling and yipping, get
sucked down into the pool. I had to save him.
ited in some sort of underwater room. It
hoped I would find treasure. I noticed
the p oodle, sitting in a corner of the room,
panting.. I also noticed some huge water
rats and a bum.
The bum was sitting in the corner,
holding a rat by its tail. I watched him

stuck to his Hartford Courant jacket.
But our ordeal had not ended yet.
The poodle and I still had to get out. We
left the treasure room and wandered
around in a labyrinth, looking for a way
out. We wandered around like this for
days....

This Week's Amazing Question Is...

If You Qwld Sli On Sola's Lap, Who Would
Sarda Be Ar-id Wia^l Womd VO?JL Ask'£*'*.?
PHGTO5BYKFLLVCOi!JS

t, x-

lony Naclunan '*)$

Kelly Canright '96 and
Kelly Collis '96

"I feel there is only
one Santa Claus, and
I'd ask for the
scmestei to he over."

"Eil McMahnn and the
ten million dollar
prize."

J ustin Burke '94

Laura Robinson '94

"Mirhellc Pfeiffer, and
I'd ««k her to wear the
catsuit.

"I'd sit on I'tofcssor
Wade's lap and ask
for my thesis on a
silver platter."

"1

I

NonnLlia'95

Moll) lrioltf'1J*&

D
iJ

t\irUins«m lV
the I'n'ce Js 1'ight, and
JS m'mitivs fi!oni'
i""»r in a ..lov*.:."

Walk Cl
i»ini) '94,

l nhhlihli, \

"We'd ».Uoii ?'>;n
ftlovlu',
:;ni w
S«cl-.a'sl.ip,jm* s% h)> knock o'i:>ts."
a fur-fi'io'.i: l^ht a! t i e ' ""^'i.
.'J.nnislnn"
»"'•

.'t U:

arJ \i\on. Wu
'iliii be^l t)i ii-ck
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Your Future Lies In This Week's Horoscopes Can't Solve
Your
Problems???
Write To
Boots And
Birks Via
Sta
Campus Mail
Box #1310

BY AMY KERRIGAN &
LISSA SMITH
Features Writers

j

This week you have to
Your ideas mesh well with
start mending your fences.
those being considered by su. Your stubborn nature has
periors. This is a lucky day for
i (Qctalrzi 23-<z/Vo<jzm&cx z r ) :
created some major problems
accepting and exercising rePrepare for much activfor you lately. You are not alsponsibility. People are going
1
ity in your life over the next
ways right and it's time for you to start to respond excellently to you. It won't be
week. With all of your work to bow down and display some humil- necessary to ask more than once for anyh
and a busy social life as well, ity. Christmas is coming, and it's time for thing you really want or need.
yTj'u have to be careful about your you to show some holiday cheer, or else
health. Make sure to exercise, eat right you might get some coal in your stock-Octol!icxZ 2):
and get enough sleep. Vacation is right ing.
Wait for other people
around the corner!
to make the first moves,
Maij zo):
but then be ready to jump
/j
Your popularity is soarzmavi ZZ--&zi2EmLrEiz1):
in. It is important today to
pi ing! Take advantage of this
This week is full of surkeep people guessing
good fortune. Get your work about what you are going to do. Timing
prisesforyouArchers. Take
done and go out a lot. This is vital as well. Revealing too much inforheed. Keep your chin up
and refuse to see the glass may be the week for you to meet that mation can jeopardize your chance of
half empty rather than half full. Remem- special someone. In matters of the heart future of success.
ber when life hands you lemons you it's important for you to keep' an open
mind. You can't always judge the book
have to make lemonade.
by the cover!
C-abiiaoin (_O£a£mtf£t 22-0.an\.uxiu 1p):

It is time for you to get
your act together. It's the end
ofthesemester,nomoreprocrastinating. Go talk to your
professors, visit the library
and put your nose to the grindstone. It's
finally time for you to deal!

f

Open your mouth and be
heard. You have many important things to say, now you
just have to get others attention. Don't be afraid to speak
your mind. You'll gain respect
and a member of the opposite sex will
say "You're more attractive than ever!"

Wake up Aquarius!
You've been sleepwalking for
toolonganyoumightgethurt
Finances are what matif you don't open your eyes!
|Jj^» t e r s t m s week. It's time to
YOU can not afford to mess up W Sjy*1 make a budget. Stop spendnow. You'll be tempted to do
ing money like1 it's growing
something foolish, use your judgment on trees. Frugality is the course you must
take now! Save your pennies because
and display some discipline.
that rainy day is approaching quickly.
This week is full of potential for you. OpportuniTrying to exercise too
, ties to improve your life are
• much control can be frustratawaiting you. All you have
ing as well as wasteful. Focus
onechanges that are within your
to do is prioritize your focus. Center on
on
those things which are important and power to make. There are some matters
avoid those people you know are time you must let ride because you are not the
wasters.
person in charge.

Trinity College Plays Host To
Games For Mentally Challenged
i-:.!1.,-
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15 Years Ago: (Dec. 121978):

"Library Looters Plunder Old Books"
The last issue of the "Christmas Term/' as fall
semester was then known, was headlined by a
story about library theft. "A valuable 20 volume
set of books, missing from Trinity College's
library for five or six years, has turned up at a
New York book dealer. The books, a set called
The American Indian, by Edward Curtis were
valued at $20,000."
5 Years Ago: (Dec. 6,1988):

''When We Was Fab"
Trinity's hockey team suffered it's first loss to a
Division III opponent in almost three years. The
streak, which lasted 57 games, came to an end at
the hands of the Amherst Lord Jeffs. Call it a
case of the odds catching up the Bantams- they
launched over 40 shots on goal that night, but fell
one goal short *of continuing their amazing
streak.
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10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
.5.
4.
3.
2.
1,

Kerrigan "riding" the bike.
Freshmen "Orientation/'
After Dark playing with The Pipes.
RA BSHds&g Bondage.
the Tripod% "Third Leg."
Cinestudib's Crevasses.
Marty's View.
Get STDs With SQA.
The Admissions ©rtfee Office.
Playboy's Women of The Cave.

Written by: Clarente Thomas, Ted Kennedy, Bob Packwood,
and Jesse Helms, with special help from
Joey Buttafuoco, Jessica Hahn and Gennifer Flowers.
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Boots And Birks Strive To Give Trinity Students Helpful Advice
BY BOOTS AND BIRKS
Features Writers

Dear Boots and Birks,
Over Thanksgiving I went
into New York City to see a play
with my parents. We went to
this cute little restaurant after to
get coffee and desert. I was having a wonderful night away
from Trinity, it's pressures and
it's problems. But when I went
to getmycoat/Irealizedl wasn't
as far away from the Trinity
scene as I thought. In the corner
of the restaurant was my roommates boyfriend with a woman.
The problem is, the woman
wasn't my roommate. I tried to
look closer to see if perhaps I
was mistaken but just as I started
to walk towards him, the two
passionately embraced each
other. It definitely was not my
roommate, and they were definitely too close for my comfort.
He never saw me, though I wish
he had because now I feel compelled to tell her. This is going to
devastate her. She is head over
heals in love with him, has plans
to live with him after graduation, and trusts him more than
anyone.
Idon'tknowifl am capable
of breaking her heart. Maybe it
was just a misunderstanding on
my parr, maybe it's none of my
business, maybe it's better if I
just don't say anything.
Help,
Wrong Place, Wrong Time
Dear Wrong Place,
Wrong Time,'

I really am truly sorry. I've
been in this situation before too,
and I can honestly tell you the
best thing to do is come clean

both with her and with him.
You must tell him wha t you
saw and threaten to tell her yourself if he doesn't promptly do
so. Then, after he has let her in
on his affairs, take her to dinner
and explain exactly what you
saw. Support her as she makes
her decision about where she is
to go from there. Let her know
that you are on her side and will
be there with her until things
are resolved. There really is no
other alternative that I see. You
will be sorry if you don't tell the
truth. Honesty is thebestpolicy.
Boots.
Dear Boots and Birks,
Christmas is just around the
corner and I am at a complete
loss as to what to get my girlfriend. She came back from
break talking about how she
found the most perfect gift for
me that I am going to love. This
gift thing has been lingering over
my head for the past week. This
is the longest I have ever gone
out with someone, I have no
sisters or close girl friends, so I
need some advice.
Help!
Clueless Claus.
Dear Santa,
Because 'Boots and Birks'
know that you are not alone we
have devised a list to aid all the
men in the Trinity community
during the Holiday season, We
know you guys are clueless
sometimes.
If you are still in the early
stages of your rela tionship, don't
go overboard, just do something
that shows her you are thinking
about her. Buy her a pretty jour-

nal or book that you have signed
on the inside cover, and a cute tshirt from your favorite hometown hot spot. Write a nice note
and maybe make her a tape. You
could send flowers to her at her
home, or take her out to dinner
before exams start. Girls love
that stuff. It shows her that you
want to spend time with her
doing something fun.
If the romance has continued into the next stage of the
game the best thing to do is give
her a memory, take her to dinner at a nice restaurant before
you both go hoitiTe^ maybe give
her tickets to a concert coming
up, perhaps two ski lift tickets
for a weekend at Bromley or
Stratton. If you like tangible
things, silver jewelry works and
so do fun sweaters for the winter ahead.
If you are truly in love, and
are ready to express yourself, go
all out. Buy her something that
will remind her of you and that
she cankeep forever. Something
that she can put in her room to
look at—maybe a cool clock for
her bedside, or a nicely framed
poster or picture of the two of
you. If you are ready to jump
into the jewelry thing, do somethinga little unconventional. No
boring rings or gold bracelets.
Buy some funky earrings or a
really different necklace. Go the
artisan/craftsy route. Then take
the time to put something together on your own. Write her a
letter telling her all the things
about her you love and why;
remindher of some special times
you have spent together, ..and
plan some things you warit to
do with her when you are together again. If you aren't the
sentimental type, go to the Nature Company or the Sharper

About a dollar a slice.

Thin crust pepperoni. Extra cheese. No anchovies.

Image and see what you can
find.
More than anything you
must realize that the Holidays
are more than gifts and spending money. It is enough thatyou
think of her and show her you
care. Give her a piece of yourself
and she will come away smiling.
Boots and Birks.

that is what you should concentrate on, not the approval of others.
Boots
Dear Boots and Birks

I know you probably get
letters about this kind of thing
all the time, but my case is a little
different. I like this girl "Liz."
The problem is that her ex-boyfriend is one of my friends, and
Dear Boots and Birks,
the problems don't stop there.
I am infatuated with a man This girl "Sara" I was seeing
of another race. Can interracial now likes this guy "John" who
love survive on thls'carhpus, or is also one of my friends, and he
do we just have a case of jungle likes "Liz" too. "John" doesn't
fever? How can I find my Happy know that I like "Liz," and I
don't think she knows either. I
Ending?
heard from someone else that
she likes this other guy "Scott"
Signed,
who is also one of my friends I
Waiting For My Prince
really don't know what to do.
I'm kind of confused and can't
Dear Waiting For Prince,
figure out how to deal with this
,,••• Interracial relationships are mess. Do you have any advice?
tough even in this supposed
progressive twentieth century.
Help, I'm Lost
Unfortunately, people still harbor discriminatory attitudes Dear Help, I'm Lost,
which canbe tough to deal with
at times. You should expect
My advice in this situation
stares and may be a few nasty is to be honest. Start by telling
comments, however if youdove "Scotf'how you feel about "Liz"
for this individual is real, you and go from there. Right now,
should be able to overcome the your life sounds like a bad epiprejudices of other people.
sode of Days Of Our Lives.
Practice the art of tactful
Luckily, you are on a college campus, where you are confrontation and don't be
more likely to receive a liberal afraid to say someone dating
attitude aboutyour relationship your ex might upset you. I
with a member of another race. think your friendships should
Take into consideration the re- be your first priority in this situaction of your parents and more ation, as it doesn't sound as
conservative friends before spiU- though these girls play a very
ing this sort of information. I do important role. Good luck, and
not think this is simply a case of remember: Honesty is the best
"jungle fever" as you called it; it policy.
sounds like you genuinely care
about this person. Above all,
Birks

About a dollar a day

The Macintosh l£ 475 4/80, Apple Color
Plus 14"Display, Apple Keyboard II and mouse

Introducing the new Apple Computer Loan. Right now, with this spe- January 28,1994, your first payment is deferredfor90 days. It's an
cial financing program from Apple, you can buy select Macintosh* and incredible deal no matter how you slice it. So, why should you buy an
PowerBook® computers for about $30* a month. Or about a dollar a Apple" computer? It does more. It costs less. It's that simple. t
Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.

Visit the Computer Store in the
MCEC, Room 1.15 or call 297-2007
'Mmtbly payment is an estimate based man Apple Computer Loan oft 1,446for Ibe Maantosb LC475 system shorn above. Price and loan amount are based on Apple's estimate of higher education prices as of October 21,1991 All computer system prices
lomamwntsandmonlblypaymenlsmaymry.SteywrApple&mpusResellerlormmu'systemlir^
the month ^October 1$$3, the Merest ratewas 851%, until an APR of9.80% 8-year loan term with no prepayment penally. Tie monthly payment sham assumes no deferment of principal or interest (deferment will change tour n
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Friend Reflects On Student's Death

BY JONATHAN MASSEY
Features Writer

underwent a heart and lung transplant.
At the time of his transplant he was on
the critical list and it was believed that
As the essence of Courage is to stake without the transplant, he would not
one's life on a possibility, so the essence of have survived another five months.
faith is to believe that the possibility exists. Without that transplant most of us at

room this year due to the heat.
Over reading week, he went back
into the hospital for about three weeks.
He seemed to be doing better when he
came out. I saw him for the last time on
Friday, November 21st, where he was

because he was your friend and considered you close enough to know that you
would not pity him. To see how Dave
carried out his daily activities would not
Cause you to pity him. If anything, it
would make you feel dumb about some
of the things you take for granted, and it
-William Salter
would also force you to realize that he
I saw him for the last time on Friday November 21st,
was one of the strongest people you
This quote canbe found on the door where he was working at a party. All I remember about
would ever meet.
of David Scott Levine's room on campus.
He will be missed for many reasons.
that
evening
was
he
kept
complaining
about
the
cigarette
If you know him well, the quote fits his
He will be missed most for the things he
life perfectly. Unfortunately, Dave smoke, yet, he refused to leave for that reason.
did that were annoying. His non-stop
passed away onNovember 24,1993 from
Andrew Dice Clay's "ah-gush's," his
complications associated to cystic fibro- Trinity college would never have had the working at a party. A11I remember about bragging about his computers, his taste
sis. I went to his funeral on the 26th. chance to meet him.
that evening was he kept complaining in music which I was at times forced to
Dave had the disease and lived with it. It
Last semester, Dave was forced to about the cigarette smoke, yet he re- listen to, and the way he would get angry
was his arch enemy but at times his sole withdraw from school due to a chest fused to leave for that reason.
if you kicked his butt at Sega Genesis
companion.
cold. He had to go to Yale-New Haven
The last point I mentioned says a lot
The shocking thing about Dave's hospital where he had received his trans- about Dave's character. He refused to let
death was the timing. For those of us plant three years ago. He was in and but his condition control every aspect of his There was a gathering of
who knew about Dave's condition, most of the hospital all summer long and had life.
friends on November 30th
There were many things about him
that cystic fibrosis could never have im- in the Jackson-Smith bridge
If he let you know about his condition, he did.not do it
peded. His loyalty to friends, his wit and to talk about the loss of a
because he wanted your pity, he did it because he was
his. intense creativity. At times it was
your friend and considered you close enough to know that hardio believe that someone like Dave good friend. Thoughfew
could have a life threatening disease. In people spoke, the ones who
you would not pity him.
emotion, attitude and especially artistic
ability he lived life right at the edge. did said it all.
believed that this would never happen an awful time with the unbearable heat There was a gathering of friends on Nowhile we were all still at Trinity. We all and humidity of this past summer. What vember 30th in the Jackson-Smithbridge 'Hockey. They were a pain in the ass, but
truly believed thathe was going to gradu- youmaynotknow aboutcystic fibrosis is to talk about the loss of a>good friend'. I would not mind them at all if I had to go
ate from college. Of course there were that it taxes the immune system to the Though few people spoke, the ones who through them one more time.
Tnrough all his antics, Dave always
some who were completely unaware of point where it is rendered ineffective. did said it all.
For this reason a common chest cold,
Dave was someone you admired and tried to make you laugh if he thought
his condition.
David Levine suffered from cystic which is merely a nuisance to you or me, envied for his courage, If he let you you were down.
Most of all, to know David Scott
fibrosis since childhood. On July 28, was dangerous to Dave. He needed to know about his condition, he did not do
1990, his senior year of high school, he have an air conditioner installed into his it because he wanted your pity, he did it Levine, was to like him as a true friend.

The Senior Class Gift Committee is pleased to announce that the Class of 1994 will
give the proceeds of it's fund-raising to the Senior Class Scholarship Fund. The
Class will also donate teak benches to be placed along the Long Walk.

Thanks To All Seniors Who Have Already Made Pledges and Donations
Robyn E. Adcock
Ashley R. Altschuler
Lorna J. Archdeacon
Afshan Asghar
Arthur G. Aihanson
Annalei Avancena
Julie Baker
William Berardino
Rachel Brumberg
Trang T. Campbell
Stephanie E. Cope
Elizabeth Duncan
Emelie E. East
Michelle Falbo
Sharon Fox
Kelly Gravino
Jennifer L. Hadfield
Jeraorn O. Hanpachern
Kelli Harrington
Melissa Herring

Joseph R. Holstead
Graham Johnston
Ajaypreet S. Kamra
Natascha Kontny
Adam M. Kreisel
Micheal Kurdziel
Daniel Latham
Angela Latina
Rebecca Lawrence
Benjamin Loewenberg
Tanya Lundborg
Amy McGill
Louise Messiqua
Lisa Michelizza
Cherie Michonski
Monique Miller
Paul Moorer. Ill
Andrea N. Picolt
Mark Pofada
Margaret Pryor
Jennifer Reagan

Maty T. Robinson
Quentin Rueckert
Kathleen Sauer
Elizabeth Schwartz
Julianne Small
Julie D. Smith
Pamela Stawasz
Shawn Stempinski
Bonnie Stewart
Sophia Stranski
Joy Strickland
Eric Synn
BretTeller
. Mary D. Thiele
Jay W.Turner
Emily Waanders
Deborah Watts
Betsy Wildes
Alexa Wilson
Allison D. Wilson
-

ass Gift Donors on December 8th at 10:00 P.M.. in the basement of
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First Match Taken By Williams, 28-20

Wrestling Wins Against Ailing Bridgewater Team
BY BETH FENWICK
Sports Editor

The Trinity wrestling team's season
is under way. Their first competition
was held last Saturday at Trinity. They
were victorious against Bridgewater
State, but lost to Williams College, 28-20.
The Bantam's are looking to improve
off last season's record of 8-11. They are
led by two juniors, Bob Bligh and Tucker
MacLean. Bligh was last year's most
improved player and will be challenged
by several teammates to wrestle at the
167 weight class. MacLean has received

Ail-American honors and is returning to
the mat after a personal record of 18 wins
out of 19 matches. The coaching staff is
ledbySebastianAmato. Amato has been
at Trinity for eight years after wrestling
on the Canadian National Team. His
assistants are Paul Walker, a former New
England champion, and Gary Soloman,
a four year AU-American.
With the able captains and experienced coaches, the 12 returners and seven
new freshman were set for Saturday's
meet. The first round of matches were
against the Ephmen. Wrestling at 118
pounds, Jay Paramsothy '97 beat his opponent easily. In the 126 pound slot
wrestled Brian Roberts '94 who pinned
his opponent in the third period. Last
year Roberts proved to be one of New
England's best with a personal record of
22-7. Co-captain and AU-American
Tucker MacLean '95 scored a major decision,, beating bis opponent by more
thMlOpbintoj. yostvNevreome'95 earned
Hie fourth wtn for Trinity in the heavy
weight spot.
The Bantam- Ephman match up was
fairly close. Excluding the forfeit, Williams won 5 matches and Trinity 4. The
forfeit of six points was given up in the
134 weight class because Trinity's squad
did not have a wrestler. Trinity challenged a very strong Williams squad.
Williams was third in New England's
last season, so Trinity's strong showing
brings hope to this upcoming season.
In their next set of matches, the Bantams dominated a much weaker

Junior co-captain Tucker MacLean pinned his opponent in the Williams Match-up.
Bridgewater State team. Unfortunately,
for the Bantams, many of the wrestlers
were unable to gain valuable mat experience. This was due to Bridgewater's
forfeiting of many matches because of
injuries incurred against Williams. One
Bridgewater wrestler was even carried
of on stretcher with a neck injury in his
match against his Williams opponent.
Atthe 134 weight class, Roberts won
by several points. Also, freshman Ray
Jones won in the 158 pound class. Unf or• tiirtately, two losses weiesuffeted,]ason
Tebagy '97 lost a close malch, 3-2 and
Newsome lost to a super heavyweight
275 pounder known only as "Jonsey".
However, this did not change the outcome against Bridgewater State.
The next set of matches will be on
Wednesday at American International
College against both AIC and Upsala.
"Both have decent kids [wrestling], but
we have looked strong and should beat
them," commented co-captain Bob Bligh
'95.
Last season they lost a close match
to Upsala and are looking for revenge.

SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS
are being offered by

NECUSE
New England Consortium for Undergraduate Science Education
at
AMHERST COLLEGE, BATES COLLEGE, BOWDOIN COLLEGE,
BROWN UNIVERSITY, COLBY COLLEGE, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE,
HARVARD UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS,
MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE, MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE, SMITH COLLEGE,
TRINITY COLLEGE, WELLESLEY COLLEGE, WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY,
WILLIAMS COLLEGE, AND YALE UNIVERSITY
In the fields of
ASTRONOMY, BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, COMPUTER SCIENCE,
EARTH SCIENCE, ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS,
NEUROSCIENCE, AND PHYSICS .
Stipend: $3,300
List of Opportunities and Details of Fellowships
will be available in your
Science Departtnents and Career Counseling Offices
after December 16,1993
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Men's Basketball 3-2
After a Week of Wins
Continued from page 20

free throws put the Bantams up by 14
points, 63-49. From there, Trinity
coasted to a productive 77-65 victory.
All five starters scored in double figures. After scoring a seasonlo w 2points
against'Coast Guard, McKelvin came
back and led the tenm with 19 points
while adding 7 assists and 6 rebounds.
Junior forward Dane Aiken
chipped in 14 points and added to his
team leading statistics with 13 rebounds'
and3steals. Seniorpower forward Greg
Haffner and shooting guard Wolff each
contributed 12points. Co-Captain Jones
had 11 points, 7 rebounds, and a tremendous slam dunk off a pretty pass
from fellow Senior S.teffan Tomlinson,
who played a nice defensive and floor
game for the Bantams. Junior Chris
Reh (3 points 2 rebounds) played some
quality minutes, along withTomlirison,
Almeida, and sophomores Mark Lotty
and Chris Smith.
With the win, the Bantams advanced to the finals against the host
team/Wheaton College. Wheaton, a
very balanced team, demolished
Hobart College 93-57 on Friday night
to gain a spot in the championship
game. Wheaton (3-1) was led by Juniors Mahlon Williams and Dave Miller,
who play tough, physical defense and
are explosive players offensively:
In the championship game,
Wheaton jumped out to a 8-3 lead, but
Trinity responded with ten straight
points to take a 13-8 lead as Troy
McKelvin converted two out of three
free throws after being fouled on a
three point attempt. Wheaton came
back and took a 24 to 21 lead, but the
Bantams answered with two straight
baskets. Cftris Smith scored on a fey up
off a pretty feed from' McKelvin and
Pat Kinzeler who converted off an offensive rebound. This put Trinity ahead
25-24 with four minutes left in the half.
With time running out, Wheaton stole
an inbounds pass and converted a lay
up to tie the score at the halftime 32-32.
In the first half, the Bantams held
the Lions, who had scored 49 points in
the first half the night before," to 36 %
shooting ( 0 for 10 from three point
land). Trinity looked sharp as they once
again controlled both the offensive and
defensive boards.

In the first sevens minutes of the
second half, Trinity and Wheaton flipflopped leads, until the Lions went on
a 7-0 run to take a 47-40 lead. After a
Trinity time-out, McKelvin hit a deep
three pointer, and promptly picked
the Wheaton point guard's pocket and
converted an easy lay-up for five
straight points in a matter of seconds.
' Wneaton then regrouped and extended
its lead to 52-47. Almeida, who played
well down the stretch, brought the
Bantams back by converting on a slashing drive. Jones then scored on a nice
inside move to cut the lead to one, 5251.
The lead changed hands five
times before Greg Haffner hit two free
throws to put Trinity ahead 62-61. With
45.6 seconds Mahlon Williams (16
points) of Wheaton hit one of two free
throws. On Williams' missed attempt,
Wheaton came up with the loose ball
and called' time-out with 36 seconds
left. With 18 seconds left, Wheaton
guard Khrys King attempted a 22 foot
jumper from the top of the key. The
shot missed and Trinity's Chris Smith
'96 came up with the all-important
rebound. After a Trinity time-out,
McKelvin brought the ball up court
and found Wolff, who dribbled once
passed his defender, and lofted an 18
foot jumper that was all-net and just
beat the buzzer to win the championship for the Bantams.
For his effort, Wolf f was named as
the Most Valuable Player of the Tournament, and along with Troy McKelvin
and David Jones was named to the AllTournament, team. Coach Stan
Ogrodnik and his assistant coaches,
Walt Adamy and Jeff Carr, were ecstatic about the win. Ogrodnik added,
"We played our hearts out. Everyone
on this team did. It was a total team
effort. We are very proud of this team!"
Coach Ogrodnik was right, everyone on the team did contribute to
the week's success. This upcoming
week proves to be even more challenging, as the team plays three games in
five days. On Tuesday night at 7:30,
the Bantams will play their first home
game as they host Skidmore College.
On Thursday, Trinity will travel to
Eastern Nazarene, and to Middlebury
on Saturday December 11.
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Vlen's Team loses bv tip outs and Vmndieths of seconds: 117-114

Victory Over Clark For Women
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Fab Freshman Hoopsters
continued from page 20

had three consecutive steals, in
route to a 10 steal afternoon. On
the day the Bantams forced the
Lions into 36 turnovers.
With a 3-1 record, the team
traveled to Wesleyan. They unfortunately closed the week losing a tight game 51-59. The Cardinals' twins Allison and Angie
Palmer were too much for the
Bantams to handle, as they had
15 points with 21 rebounds and
16 points with 15 rebounds respectively.
Trinity's Hadfield, however, led all scorers with 20
points while pulling down 7
boards. Freshman Katherine
Anderson played a season high
21 minutes in the game. Her
strong defense and good ball
handling helped to keep the
team close.
The freshman have performed admirably this season
while getting considerable playing time. "The freshman players have played well and are

BEN KADLEC

really contributing to this team,"
expressed Armstrong. "But,
there is still more all of the players can do to improve."
Throughout this short season, Sue Lally '96 has looked
razor sharp. While averaging
17 minutes per game, Lally has
come off of the bench and given
the team many key rebounds in
the paint. Lally unselfish play
has contributed greatly to the
teams concept of 'team first'.
Their offense has shown
that anyone can step-up any
given day and produce offensively. "We have the ability to
play with anyone," notes
Hadfield. "Our only problem is
that sometimes we forget that,
and start playing out of our game
plan."
The Bantams will return
home on Thursday December 9
to host Smith College at 7:30 pm
in Ray Oosting Gymnasium,
They will then travel to
Middlebury on Sa turday where
they will be tested by one of the

-•* *~ *
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Kim Aguilar '94 remains
undefeated in the butterfly as
she clocked an outstanding
1:05.08 in the 100.
To finish off the show,
I||STKe:i'ev/imrrar^p||v|§l| :|l|g||i|p;||||||p|i|:|^|= the 200 freestyle relay team of
ll|^|?Mfc|i|gifK:i||i|||5 Aquilar, McKeigue, Downer,
and Giarratano cruised to a
i^^a|:pgOSzaiek^ '¥0$i f\M
1:53.54 win.
|g|||r^:^;bpou||(ia||||j||
Coach McPhee was
•iOcpmpefe^piirist»pri-w/^|arl;' thrilled with the effort of both
vmucji:oldef-m^hi^:ar'e;/bu|w& teams," Alargecrowd turned
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up forthoSe losses. The crowd
and the team cheered as Graham and Heidorn took second
place in the200backstrokeand
500 freestyle respectively.
Then the' diving' experts
Jarvis and Von Arx made IIhuge contribution of 13 points
to the team score by putting on
a spectacular show in the three
meter diving,
The meet ended with
Ogorzalek, Donohue, and
Mcfarland swimming first, second, and fourth in the 200
breaststroke, and a first and
second place finish in the final
400 freestyle relay only to come

i||i|l|gj|'|ii||i|i§:
Ipllglllllllllll^llll
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Junior Guard B.J. Toolan draws contact as she
drives the lane.

Squash Crushes UPenn 8-1
Continued from page20

two wins. O'Connell,whowas
on fire from the outset, won in
three close games, while Bittner
clinched his win in a longer
match, going the full five games.
Captain ChristianBullitt'95had
several match points, but lost
in an overset. These three performances were only the highlights of the Trinity's outstanding show against the well
known, solid Harvard team.
Next month will be a true
physical test and a very difficult challenge for the team.
They return to Trinity early for
practices and then spend the
majority of January on the road,
[playing Yale and Dartmouth
one weekend and Franklin &
Marshall and UPenn another.
"These toughmatches will
be in hostile arenas. Our suc-

cess will depend on how
quickly the team matures be< cause the games are only going
to get tougher," stated Coach
Anz.
The women's teamhas had
matches against UPenn and the
Harvard. Both matches were
played with the Softball which
has changed the style of play
considerably. The game requires more endurance and fitness. It is more of a thinking
game with longer points, instead of the fastpaced hardball.
Their first match against
UPenn at Trinity was a victory
to the tune of 8-1. The'onlyloss
Suffered was by Kate
Reifenheiser. But the loss was
easily made up for by the very
impressive play by tfie team in
general.' ' ' ,•
The second match for the

Bantam's was against Harvard
at Trinity. Harvard's squad has
been playing since October 15,
whereas Trinity's Division III
rules do hot allow them to begin before November 1. Several of Trinity/s players took
games from their Harvard opponents, but failed to win the
overall matches, Lindsay
Conway '96 and Meaghan
O'Malley '96 both earned a
game.
Co-captainKateWhitmore
explained, "Trinity is starting
from scratch [playing with the
softbaU]. A lot of Harvard's
players have been playing softball for a long time, as younger
players in the Juniors [tournaments]/'
:
The team will practice in
Bermuda for a week before returning to face Yale in January.

FEATURING
BRICK OVEN PIZZA

956-6000
HOURS
Mon-Thurs 11:30-10:00
Fri & Sat 11:30-11:00
Sun 5:00-9:00

939 Maple Avenue
Hartford,CT06114
SERVING HARTFORD
FOR 56 YEARS
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Men's and Women's Swimming Sink UMass
LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer

The men's and women's
swimming and diving teams
have gotten off to a fantastic
start. With their first two meets
under their belts their confidence and spirit have risen to a
new level. Their season started
on November 20th at home

where both won convincingly
over UMass/Dartmouth. Last
Saturday, Clark came to challenge the Bantams.
The first meet of the season
let both the men and the women
get rid of their jitters, especially
the new freshmen. Many had
high expectations for both teams
due to their new additions. The
women outduelled Umass/
Dartmouth by a team score of
127-91 and the men won by a
score of 95-59 score.
The women dropped close
races in the opening two events,
the medley relay and the 200
freestyle, but came back strong
with a 1-2-3 sweep of the 50
freestyle by Lisa Giarratano '97,
Natascha Kontny '94, and
Alyson Guild '97, After this
event the Bants never gave up
their lead. Bartley and Julie
Mancuso '96 took first and third
in the one meter diving to take
the women ahead even further.
Kim Aquilar '94 used her expertise to win the 100 butterfly in
1:05.6, and freshman flash

Giarrantano blazed to a 58.6 win
in the 100 freestyle. The backstroke event and the 500 freestyle
were one by the Corsairs. They
also took first place in the three
meter diving in an attempt to
close the gap. Stephanie Cope
'94 and Leslie Orlando '95 then
took the meet out of reach for
Umass/Dartmouth by placing
firstand second in the lOObreaststroke. The highlight of the day
came in the last event, the 200
freestyle relay. Trinity's anchor,
Giarrantano, swam a spectacular 25.6 second leg to overtake a
three body length lead by the
Corsairs to cinch the win for
Trinity.
The men took to the pool
with strength and overpowered
the small Massachusetts team.
The medley team of Eric Graham '96, Wayne Oqorzalek '95,
John Donohue '94, and Dave
McFarland '97 won the opening
event and the Bantams were
never threatened. Winning ten
of the twelve events, the men
swam impressively for their firs t
meet. Jeff Pennington '95 was
awesome with his 22.50 and
44.91 times in the 50 and 100

Wayne Ogorzalek '95 was nosed out For a win on Saturday.
200 freestyle where freshmen 200 freestyle relay by
Scott Heidorn took the win and McFarland,
Fitzpatrick,
Gustave Fitzpatrick '97 finished Pennington, and Gutelius.
clos e Pennington in the 50 meter
The second meet was last
sprint events. Graham, in the Saturday against Clark Univerbackstroke, and co-captain sity. Both teams were keyed up
for the second meet of the season. Clark University is known
The men took to the pool with strength and
for having a powerful swim
team with great distance swimoverpowered the small Massachusetts team.
mers, but this didn't stop the
freestyle. Justin Jarvis '97 stole Donohue, in the breaststroke, momentum the Bants gained
the show when he broke his first also came out victorious. George from the first meet. The men
college records on both the one Gutelius '96 streaked to a pair of fought to stay ahead, yet failed
and three meter diving events close second place finishes in to succeed in the end by loosing
with a 248,70 on the one meter the 200 and 100 freestyle events. a heartbreaker 114-117. But the
and 251.95 in the three. The The day ended with a dominat- women had a big win 148-89.
afternoon continued with the ing first place win in the final The men's meet was won by

touch outs and hundredths of
seconds due to the breathtakingly close races. Heidorn and
Tee Appleton '96 swam exciting
races to start off the meet in the
1000 freestyle placing second
and third with times of 11:22.8
and 11:26.1. After being hammered in the 200 freestyle, the
Bantams captured their first win
when Pennington ripped a time
of 22.5 in the 50 freestyle. Clark
got places first through third in
the 200IM, but Trinity bounced
back with a first and second in
the one meter dive, with freshman Justin Jarvis setting a new
,- turn to page 17

Hockey Loses To The Cadets & The Flying Qtiebecois
BY BRIAN WILLIAMSON
Sports Writer
Trinity went back to work
last week after a crushing loss to
Umass-Amherst. On this
weekend's agenda: Norwich
and Middlebury, Unfortunately, Trinity's efforts in last
week's practices were feeble at
best. Lack of concentration and
a general bad attitude cost the
Bantams some time on the line,
withoutpucks. Coach.Dunham
thought it was time for a wake-

up call, hopingsprints wouldbe
the answer.
At first , it looked as if
Dunham's strategy had paid off.
After a brutal four hour ride up
to Norwich, Vermont, the
hockey team was ready for action. They came out flying in
front of two thousand screaming Cadets. Each line peppered
the Norwich goalie with quality
shots. However, the snake-bitten Bantams failed to capitalize,
allowing Norwich to ride out
the storm. The momentum
shifted when Norwich scored
their first goal late in the first
period. Their hard nosed checking and aggressiveness paid off
as they sent Trinity reeling to
the locker room.
This young team fell apart
at the mercy of the Norwich
checking. The Cadets came out
flying in the next two periods
and blew the game wide open
with eight goals in a forty minute
span. This was due to the Ban-

tams continued trouble with
penalties, allowing the Cadets
too many power play opportunities.
The offensive showing was
too much for Trinity to handle.
Trinity has had trouble scoring
goals- they have scored only
seven times in five games. The
young players have been playing well, but have been unable
to answer on the Scoreboard.
Although the 8-1 loss was disheartening, Coach Dunham did
not criticize his team's effort.
They played hard most of the
game and that was what he
wanted to see.
Trinity continued the Vermont journey all the way up to
Middlebury. Coincidence had
brought Connecticut College
and Trinity to the Econo Lodge
at the same time. Due to some
"close friendships" between
members of the two teams after
last year's brawls, it was discovered that Middlebury defeated

from Quebec and one from Norway. It was clear that this team
was better than their 1-4 record
indicated. Nonetheless, the Bantams came out as Norwich did
in the previous game. An aggressive checking and dump in
style of hockey stunned the Panthers. Trinity effectively got the
puck up ice and then dumped it
in and checked. This set up
many opportunities for goals.
Peter Krawiec '95 missed by
inches on a wrist shot from the
slot and Pat Bruno '95 was
stoned on a breakaway chance,
On the other end of the ice,
sophomore goalie, Jason Pinto,
made brilliant saves, keeping
Middlebury off the board.
The ice was finally broken
when Middlebury scored midway in the second period. The
Bants did not abandon their
game plan and they kept pressing. Finally, late in the second
period, the Bants had their first
goal. Sophomore. Neil Yonkers

lost, they kept up their aggressive style of play and went out
knowing they played their
hearts out.
The five and a half hour
ride home gave them some time
to regroup and move on. If they
play like they did for two periods for a whole game, the Bantams will turn it around. The
arrival of Pat Ashe off the injured list should help.' One also

has to consider the wonderful
saves that Pinto came up with
all weekend. Not all things are
bleak. The Bantams return home
on Wednesday December 8th
against Conn College at 7:30.
Last seasons game with Conn,
resulted in suspensions for both
teams after a ten minute melee.
This season, the teams will feud
again, in what should be an exciting match-up.

One has to wonder about a team, when at the
beginning of the game, the home team plays
the Canadian and American national anthems.
Conn, 5-3, for Mid dlebury's first
victory! Knowing this the Bantams were primed for a huge
upset over the heavily favored
Panthers.
One has to wonder about a
team, when at the beginning of
the game, the home team plays
the Canadian and American
national anthems. The Panthers
were stacked with six players

scrapped in front of the net and
put the puck home. Both teams
went into the lpcker with a 1-1
tie, after two periods.
Unf ortuna tely, the Bantams
self-destructed in the third period. Middlebury capitalized
on mistakes and scored a flurry
of goals. Before Trinity knew
what hit them, the Panthers were
up 6-1. Even though the team

KELLY COWS

Chris Sheehan '96 is trying to break Trinity out of their
scoring drought

Whalers and Hellcats
So you still think the Whalers are a bad team. Yes,
they have struggled, but, their hard nosed style of
hockey is starting to come through, and excitement
has returned once again to the Ice Palace. Before
Saturday's game against Pittsburgh, the Whalers were
winners of four of their last five games, including a 63 drubbing of the Detroit Red Wings.
Two new developments are the keys to the Whalers sudden success. Pierre McGuire stepped in as
Whaler head coach. Paul Holmgren resigned his
position as coach and decided instead to concentrate
on the General Manager position. McGuire, an assistant coach under Holmgren took over the head coaching duties. McGuire came to the Whalers as an
assistant coach with the Pittsburgh Penguins.
Under his wing, the team has jumped
out to a 4-5 record.
Management's other move
was to acquire help in net. All
three Whaler goalies, Mario
Gosselin, Sean Burke, and Frank
Pietrangelo, have been injured
throughout the season, so the front office felt the move was necessary. The
Whalers acquired the services of veteran
back-up goalie Jeff Reese from the Calgary
Flames for Dan Keczmer. Since joining the
Whalers, Reese Ira's a 4-1 record with a 2.00
goals against average. Last week, he was voted NHL
co-player of the week.
These two new faces ^ive the Whalers a new look
and a new attitude. It showed as they were primed and
ready on Saturday for a showing against the former
Stanley Cup Champions, the Pittsburgh Penguins.
•^ g S »^S » a S^J » *
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eighth goal of he
game. By the end of the first period, Pittsburgh held a
slim 2-1 lead.

Tuesday 12/7
Indoor Track:
Coast Guard Relays
Men's Basketball:
SKIDMORE

3:30 A
7:30 H

Wednesday 12/8
Wrestling:
Upsala & A.I.C. at A.I.C. 6:00 A
Ice Hockey:
CONN. COLLEGE
7:30 H

In the second period, things got ugly. As score. Then, with 4 seconds remaining in regulathe Whalers' Andrew Cassels was digging a tion, McGuire signaled the referee to check the
puck out of the corner, Kjell Samuelson came curvature of Jaromir Jagr's stick. Similar to the
up and face planted Cassels into the boards. Marty McSorley incident in last years Stanley Cup
Cassels was carried *©ff the ice with a bruised Championships, Jagr was given a two minute penleft knee. Later in the period, Chris Pronger alty for an illegal stick.
was shoving Pittsburgh rookie Markus
In overtime, the Whalers where ineffective on
Naslund, after Naslund jabbed him with his the power play. *As the power play ended Jagr
stick. Whaler Randy Cunneyworth came over stepped out of the box, and received a pass that was
and sucker punched Naslund in the side of the poked away by Stevens in the Pittsburgh zone. The
face. Naslund dropped triedtoskate away puck was given to Jagr who scored on a break-away
but Cunneyworth dropped his gloves to win it for trje Penguins.
and came after him. Naslund never
' You won't have to miss any more of the action.
dropped his' gloves to fight, but See page 16 for more details.
Cunneyworth continued to punish him,, hitting him squarely
another eight times. After the
refereesbroke up the fight,
The Hartford Hellcats have taken the court for
Cunneyworth was on the first time in the city of Hartford. A transplanted
his way to the bench, CB A team from Mew York, the Hellcats have brought
when Pittsburgh's an exciting brand of basketball to the Civic Center
Jim 'Paek grabbed Floor.
Cunneyworth's jerWhile they only have a 2-4 record, the Hellcats
sey. Cunneyworth have made things exciting. Twice, they have taken
then decided to jump their games into the overtime periods, while in
into the Pittsburgh many of the other games have been decided on the
bench and fight the final shot of the game.
whole team. Bryan Mafchment
The Hellcats have some very explosive players
came over to help out Cunneyworth, and on their roster, Their backcourt has been carrying
slugged one of the Penguins on the bench. the team all season. James Blackwell, a 6-0 guard
After things settled, Cunneyworth was given a from Dartmouth College, is averaging 19.5 points
2 minute instigating, 5 minute fighting, 10 per game at the pCimt guard position. At shooting
minute misconduct, and a game misconduct guard,GeorgiaTech Alumnus •RTooVSte-ppeis\eadpenalty. By the lime the pgjiod ended, the ing the team,iiiscpripg,iayeraejug22 3 points. In Uie
m^X^^^^m&^^ins^heimer, who is
the Whalers came back in the third averaging 12 'points and 10 rebounds per game
period. Down 6-3, Hartford scored 3 consecu- Coming off the bench is the world renowned Chuck
tive goals in the final eight minutes to tie the Nevitt. Nevitr, standing 7 feet, 5 inches fall, is best
iremember for being an intimidating giant at North
Carolina State.
Thursdav'12/9
But the Hellcats bring you more than basketball. World famous basketball players have been
Women's Basketball:
spotted at the Civic Center recently. Over the past
7:30 H week,
SMITH
I have had the pleasure of meeting Magic
Men's Basketball:
Johnson, Reggie Theus, Hall-of-Fame great Rick
Berry, and Whaler Coach Pierre McGuire.
Eastern Nazarene 8:00 A
But, there are more than just famousstars. The
Hellcats also have a cheering dance squad. An
Saturday 12/11
energetic dance troupe consisting of a number of
area dancers. One dancer that some of you may
Men's Swimming:
know is Jessica Castro. She has been at Trinity for
Bridgewater State 2:00 A
the last three summers in the Upper Bound proWomen's Basketball:
gram. Jessica, now a senior in high school, started
1:00 A dancing only 4 years ago in a talent show. She
Middlebury
originally didn't try out for the Hellcats cheering
Men's Basketball:
squad, but was contacted by the choreographer, and
3:00 A is
Middlebury
now the only high scjiool student on the troupe.
Ice Hockey:
See page 16 for more details.

Hellcats Basketball

A.I.C.

Athlete 6i The-Week

Keith Wolff'95
Keith Wolff, a junior transfer from Williams
is this weeks Athlete of the Week. Wolff, a guard
on the men's basketball team hit a last second
jump shot to put Trinity on the winning side of
a 64-62 match-up with Wheaton. Trinity s victory over Wheaton occurred in the Championship game of the Wheaton Tip-Off Classic. The
victory kept the Bantams rolling, as they enter
this week's games on a three game winning
streak.

7:30 A

College %to Cafe
Monday: Elm City Night,
Straight From New Haven,
CFs best beer.
Tuesday: $3.50 Pitcher Night
Come Down to The View For
Lunch or Dinner Seven Days'a
Week.
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Keith Wolff, Dave Tones and Troy McKelvin Selected to All-Tournament Team

Trinity Triumphs Over Wheaton In Buzzer Beater
BY AL CARBONE
Sports Writer

The Trinity College men's
basketball team had a very successful week, winning three road
games in a row, with the third
win coming in the championship of the prestigious Wheaton
College Tip-Off Tournament.
On Saturday night, Junior transfer Keith Wolff capped the week
with a 18 foot buzzer beating
jump shot which clinched the
tournament title over the hosting Wheaton College Lions. The
dramatic 64-62 win hopes to be
the start of many good things
for the Bantams.

The Bantams started off the
week on Tuesday night in New
London, as they faced the Bears
of the United States Coast Guard
Academy. Coast Guard entered
the game with a 2-0 record, while
the Bantams were 0-2, after two
tough two-point losses in the
Equinox Tournament to

Aiken'95 (10 ppg 13 rpg), Sophomore Troy McKelvin (12 ppg),
and co-captain David Jones '94
(12 ppg 10 rpg). In the first two
games, Junior center Chris Reh,
Sophomores Chris Smith and
Mark Lotry, and Senior co-captain Jeff Almeida all played quality minutes and contributed
positively to the team.
Against Coast Guard/ the
Bantams jumped out to a 11*0
lead with the help of Wolff's
seven points (two three-point
goals). In a fast paced first half,
the Bantams played solid defense and controlled the tempo
as they went into the locker room
athalftime with a 39-34 lead. In
the first half, the Bantams dominated play inside the paint as
Jones scored 14 points. Wolff
added 13 from the outside.
Coach Stan Ogrodnik played
eleven players in the first half
including Junior forward Pat
Kinzeler. Kinzeler, coming off a
preseason ankle injury, played
well off the bench by hauling in
a few rebounds and playing a
physical type of game.

In the second half, the Bantams played even better, holding the Bears to just 25 points.
AsrwngtJfie ViigMigtits in flje secweekend ttip to f/ip Philadel- t>nd half wcie breakaway sLnu
phia area were Greg Haffner '94 dunks by Jones, off a nice pass
(17.5ppgand 13rpg), whomade from McKelvin (8 rebounds and
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assists), ana
and AiKen.
Aiken. The
cnejH.it-iournamenrteam, Dane
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tams put the game away by converting their free throws down
the stretch as the Bears were
forced to foul. Senior co-captain
Jeff Almeida, Wolff, and Aiken
all provided clutch foul shots.
The final score was 75 to 59.
Coach Ogrodnik was pleased
with the team's performance,
"We played good defense and
did some nice things offensively
against a very good CoastGuard
team." He added, "The best
playing of this team is yet to
come. With our defensive intensity and rebounding (the Bantams have outrebounded opponents by an average margin of
over 20 per game), we will have
the chance to play with the quality teams." Jones led the team
with a game-high 24.points and
tallied 7 rebounds. Wolff added
23 points and 10 rebounds, while
Aiken contributed lOpointsand
13 rebounds.
On Friday, the team traveled to Norton, Massachusetts
to play in the Fourth Annual
Wheaton College Tip-Off Tour- Senior co-captain Dave Jones, who had a strong season FJ1JE PHOTO
nament. The Bantams jumped last year, will return home for their opener against
out to another 11-0 lead, this Skidmore at 7:30 Tuesday evening.
time against NAIA Dominican tory. Never trailing in the gams, tams played a li ttle sloppy. HowCollege of New York, The fury the Bantams took a 40-29 half- ever, the Bantams regrouped
camefccQmthree point ranges, as time lead, resulting from good and went on a 19-10 run over the
next seven minutes. Jeff
McrOl.vin In> two and Keith passing and solid defense.
Five minutes in the second Almeida's 10 foot jump shot in
Wolff followed with another
from long range, as the team half, Dominican made a run to the lane and Dave Jones' two
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Men's Team Squashes MIT
& Tufts; Women Swat Perm
two. The Women stand at lrl
with a sweet victory over UPenn
and a loss to Harvard, 2-7. The
The Trinity squash teams men are 2-1. They handily beat
have kicked off their season, MIT and Tufts, but suffered a
with the men having played tough loss to Harvard. In both
three matches and the women, men's and women's squash,

BY BETH FENWICK
Sports Editor

Harvard has a very strong Division I program.
The Men's squash team has
definitely shown that they will
be able to handle the hard road
ahead of them since their only
loss was to a powerful Harvard
team. They,demolished both
M.I.T. and Tufts 9-0,
The first win, of the season
was against M.I,T. at Trinity
before the Thanksgiving break.
The 9-0 victory was obviously a
group effort. From the four
freshman on the team to the lone

Squash Records
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Women:

Junior co-captain Christian Bullitt played well
against Harvard, despite the team loss.

KELLY COLUS

senior, Dave Hetherington, the
squad did not let up their intensity, even though they were the
long standing favorites. This was
true for their second win as well,
where they annihilated Tufts
University by the same margin
of victory.
However, the match that
everyone was talking.about was
the one against Harvard. Although the score was 2-7, every
member of the squad played outstandingly. Four year Coach
John Anz noted, "It was not a
blowout. It was the best match
against Harvard, both in score
and performance, in.my four
years here at Trinity."
Ryan O'Conriell '95 and
Michael Bittner '97 earned the
Please turn to page 17

Inconsistent Play Plagues
Women's Basketball
BYJONMOSKOWIT2
Sports Editor

. Trinity women's basket-"
ball teamstormexi through the
gates, as they played five
games in two weeks, and
jumped out to a 3-2 record.
There have been a few surprises this season, several players have taken on a greater
role than was originally expected.
Five Trinity players are
averaging over ten points per
game. Senior co-captains Jen
Hadfield and Kate Armstrong
are averaging 14,2 and 12.8
points respectively, Junior B.J.
Toolan is averaging 12 points
per game with a third of those
points coming from three point
baskets. Freshman Sue
Dinklage has shot an amazing
51% from the field while averaging 11.4 points and Patty
Sarmuk '95, who has been hot
all season, is averaging 10.2
points.
Their high powered offense has helped them to
outscore many teams in some

very offensive oriented matchups. They;started the season
with a Split at the first annual
NESCAC Tip-Off Classic. That
Saturday, they openedup with
68-46 victory over Hamilton.
Dinklage, in her college debut,
led all scorers with 18 points.
Ryczek contributed with 11
points and 5 assists, while
Armstrong added another 11
points to go along with 12 rebounds. The following day,
the Bantams fell to the Conn.
College Camels 55-67. Sarmuk
shot over 50% from the field
while leading her team in scoring with 19 points in 29 minutes.
That following week Trinity looked impressive as they
defeated Albertus Magnus 7870 and Mount Holyoke 71-65.
Hadfield led all scorers with
21 points and 10 rebounds
against Albertus,as she helped
to rally the team from a first
half deficit. The difference in
the game, however, was
Trinity's stingy full court pressure in the second half. Ryczek
Please turn to page 17
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